















MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
City Government of the
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
for the year 1940
MAYOR
HONORABLE EUGENE H. LEMAY
Residence, 98 Vine Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election November 7, 1939
Term Expires December 31, 1941
BOARD OF ALDERMEN
President of the Board
Edward R. Benoit
t
Residence, 21 Pine Street
Elected President by the Board of Aldermen January 1, 1940
Term Expires December 31, 1941
ALDERMEN-AT-LARCE
Joseph A. Therriault G2 Lock Street
Edward R. Benoit 21 Pine Street
Charles H. Barker 17 Abbott Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election November 2, 1937
Terms Expire December 31, 1941
John P. Sullivan 229 Main Street
Ernest R. Levesque 113 Lock Street
Walter B. Mason 11 Vernon Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election November 7, 1939






























Elected at the General Municipal Election November 7, 1939
Terms Expire December 31, 1941
CLERK OF THE BOARD
Irenee D. Ravenelle 1 W. Allds Street
STANDING COMMITTEES
OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD
Edward R. Benoit
Is Chairman ex-officio of all Standing Committees of the Board
Section 50 of the City Charter provides that the Mayor and Al-
dermen-at-Large constitute the Finance Committee and Committee
on Claims. The Standing Committees are named by the President
of the Board of Aldermen subject to confirmation by the Board.
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
FINANCE COMMITTEE AND COMMITTEE ON CLAIMS
His Honor Mayor Lemay, Aldermen-at-Large Benoit, Therriault,
Barker, J. P. Sullivan, Levesque and Mason
COMMITTEE ON LANDS AND BUILDINGS
Aldermen Levesque, Dionne, Stanton and Renaud
COMMITTEE ON PRINTING AND STATIONERY
Aldermen Barker, April, Coffin and Dube
COMMITTEE ON STREET LIGHTS
Aldermen Mason and April
COMMITTEE ON LICENSES
Aldermen Renaud and Barnes
COMMITTEE ON ELECTION AND RETURNS
Aldermen Therriault, Dupont, Barnes and Stanton
COMMITTEE ON TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Aldermen John P. Sullivan, Renaud, Coffin and Dube
COMMITTEE ON STREET ACCEPTANCES
Aldermen April, Thomas F. Sullivan, Dupont and Coffin
COMMITTEE ON PLANNING
Aldermen Dube, Barnes, Dionne and Thomas F. Sullivan
COMMITTEE ON BILLS IN SECOND READING
Aldermen Dupont and Thomas F. Sullivan
COMMITTEE ON ENROLLMENT
Aldei'men Stanton and Dube
COMMITTEE ON RULES
Aldermen Dionne and Coffin
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICITY AND NEW INDUSTRIES
Aldermen Barnes and April
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CITY OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1940
Mayor Honorable Eugene H. Lemay
Two-Year Term, Elected at Municipal Election
Salary, $2,000 per annum
City Clerk-Overseer of the Poor Irenee D. Ravenelle
One-Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $2,500,00 per annum and Fees
Collector-Treasurer Alfred 0. Poulin
One-Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $2,700.00 per annum
City Solicitor Edward J. Lampron
One-Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
Mayor-Secretary Pauline Voter
One-Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Salary, $1,080.00 per annum
City Messenger Charles H. Brodeur
One-Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Sealer of Weights and Measures Joseph H. Deschamps
One-Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Subject to confirmation by Board of Aldermen
Salary $1,500.00 per annum
Dog Officer Joseph Deschamps
One-Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Subject to confirmation by Board of Aldermen
City Physician Richard T. Mulvanity. M. D.
One-Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $500.00 per annum
Board of Health Oswald S. Maynard, M. D., Chairman
Stanley Lewkowicz, M. D., John Dimtsios
Two-Year Term, Elected by Aldei-men
Salary, Chairman, $800.00 per annum
Other Members, $100.00 per annum
Inspector of Petroleum David P. Stevens
One-Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Subject to confirmation by the Board of Aldermen
Salary, Fees
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor, Chairman ex-officio
Two Members Elected at each Municipal Election for a Four-Year
Term
George A. Belanger 40 Russell Street
Joseph A. Bouchard 131 Lake Street
Terms Expire December 31, 1941
Claude E. Raby 6 Jefferson Street
Theodore Hudon Sarasota Avenue
Terms Expire December 31, 1943
Chairman receives no salary
Other Members $200.00 per annum
Superintendent of Streets William H. Tolles
One-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $3,500.00 per annum
Assistant Supt. of Streets Joseph L. Corriveau
One-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $2,210.00 per annum
City Engineer Fred L. Clark
One-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $3,200.00 per annum
Assistant City Engineer John E. Rock
One-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $2,340.00 per annum
Clerk Claude L. Girouard
One-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $1,690.00 per annum
LICENSING BOARD FOR PLUMBERS
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Two-Year Term ending December 31, 1941
Fred L. Clark, Engineer, ex-officio
Eugene L. Carrier, Chairman
John P. Nash
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MEASURER OF STONE, BRICK, PAINT AND PLASTERING
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Two-Year Term ending- December 31, 1941
Fred L. Clark
FENCE VIEWERS
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, foi' a Two-Year Term ending December 31, 1941
George Lantzos Henry J. Ouellette Austin O'Toole
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT UNDER ZONING
ORDINANCE
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Three-Year Term
Donald H. Ramsay Term Expires January 1, 1941
Wilfred H. Robichaud Term Expires January 1, 1941
Henri A. Lagasse, Chaiiman Term Expires January 1, 1942
J. Edward Burnham Term Expires January 1, 1943
Arthur J. Nakos Term Expires January 1, 1943
PARK RECREATION COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Three-Year Term
John W. Bryant Term Expires March 1, 1941
J. Leonard Sweeney Term Expires March 1, 1942
Fred H. Dobens, Secretary Term Expires March 1, 1942
Wm. A. Jackson, Chairman Term Expires March 1, 1943
Edward H. Labine Term Expires March 1, 1943
SUPERINTENDENT OF PARKS AND COMMONS
Elected by the Park Commission
William R. Kirkpatrick
Salary, $1,650.00 per annum
AIRPORT COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Three-Year Term
James R. Milliken Term Expires December 31, 1941
Fred L. Clark, Secretary Term Expires December 31, 1942
Alvin A, Lucier, Chairman Term Expires December 31, 1943
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TRUSTEES OF THE SINKING FUND
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor, ex-officio
Alfred 0. Poulin, Collector-Treasurer, ex-officio
Elected by Board of Aldermen for a Two-Year Term ending
December 31, 1941
Aldei'man-at-Large, Ernest R. Levesque
TRUSTEES OF THE HUNT LEGACY
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor, ex-officio
Edward R. Benoit, President Board of Aldermen, ex-officio
Alfred C. Lacaillade, President of the Board of Education, ex-officio
Elected by the Boai'd of Aldermen for a Two-Year Term
Clarence I. Spalding Term Expires 1940
Burtt E. Warren Term Expires 1941
TRUSTEES OF THE IRA F. HARRIS LEGACY
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor, ex-officio
Edward R. Benoit, President of the Board of Aldermen, ex-officio
Alfred C. Lacaillade, President of the Board of Education, ex-officio
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for a Two-Year Term
Margaret Gregg Term Expires December 31, 1940
George E. Harris Term Expires December 31, 1941
NASHUA PUBLIC LIBRARY
His Honor, the Mayor, and the President of the Board of Alder-
men are Trustees ex-officio. One Trustee is elected annually for a
seven-year term, by the Board of Aldermen and Trustees in joint
convention,
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, President ex-officio
Edward R. Benoit, Trustee ex-officio
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TRUSTEES
Hon. Frank B. Clancy Term Expires April 1
Edith G. Carter Term Expires April 1
William H. Beasom Term Expires April 1
Arthur G. Shattuck Term Expires April 1
Rev. William Porter Niles Term Expires April 1
Hon. Henri A. Burque Term Expires April 1
John R. Spring, Clerk Term Expires April 1










Clara E. Smith Librarian
Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
Christine B. Rockwood Assistant Librarian
Salary, $1,700.00 per annum
Marion A. Manning Children's Librarian
Salary, $1,400.00 per annum
Elizabeth C. Spring General Assistant
Salary, $1,300.00 per annum
Rachael A. Sanborn General Assistant
Salary, $1,300.00 per annum
Ida L. Putnam General Assistant
Salary, $1,300.00 per annum
Dorothy E. Hariis General Assistant
Salary, $480.00 per annum
Gladys Woodbury In charge of Crown Hill Branch
Salary, $500.00 per annum
M. Etta Lovejoy (in Childien's Room) Assistant
Salary, $450.00 per annum
Oscar F. Ballou Janitor
Salary, $1,220.00 per annum
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BOARD OF ASSESSORS
One Member Elected at each Municipal Election for a Six-Year Term
Clarence A. Woodbury 42 Arlington Street
Term Expires December 31, 1941
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
Joseph M. Levesque, Chairman 20 Lake Street
Term Expires December 31, 1943
Salary, $1,300.00 per annum
John P. Sullivan 229 Main Street
Term Expires December 31, 1945
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
CLERKS ELECTED BY THE BOARD
Louis A. Richard IIIV2 Ash Street
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Gladys N. Clement 13 Reservoir Street
Salary, $1,092.00 per annum
BOARD OF HEALTH
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for a Two-Year Term
BOARD OF HEALTH
Osv^^ald S. Maynard, M. D., Chairman
Salary, $800.00 per annum
Stanley Lewkowicz, M. D. John Dinitsios
Salary, $100.00 per annum
School Physician Valmore E. Bolduc, M. D.
Salary, $900.00 per annum
Clerk Beatrice Cadorette
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
Health Nurse Lillian Morin, R. N.
Salary, $1,400.00 per annum
School Nurses Olivette Vanasse, R. N.
*Mary Moriarty, R. N.
Salary, $1,000.00 per annum
Health Officer and Milk Analyst Leon A. Sylvestre, M. D.
Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
Meat and Farm Inspector Regis Theriault
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Dump and Meat Inspector Henry Labine
Salary, $1,080.00 per annum
Resigned July 15, 1940.
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NASHUA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
George F. Thuiber President
Robert B. Hamblett Vice-President
Charles E. Johnson Treasurer
Clarence H. Whitney Clerk
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Frank E. Kittredge, M, D., Chairman
Walter F. Norton Philip McQuesten, M. D.
Charles F. Nutter, M. D. Charles E. Johnson
TRUSTEES FROM THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Edward R. Benoit
President of the Board of Aldermen
Alderman Charles H. Barker Alderman Ernest R. Levesque
MUNICIPAL COURT OF NASHUA
Justice Honorable Frank B. Clancy
Appointed by Governor and Council
Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
Associate Justice Honorable Bolic A. Degasis
Appointed by Governor and Council
Salary, $800.00 per annum
Clerk F. J. Gaffney
Appointed by Justice
Salary, $1,000.00 per annum
Probation Officer F. J. Gaffney
Appointed by Justice
Salary, $600.00 per annum
POLICE COMMISSION
Appointed by Govei'nor and Council for a Three-Year Term
Henri A. Lagasse, Purchasing Agent Term Expires Sept, 1, 1941
James E. Modglin, Chairman Term Expires Sept. 1, 1942
Burtt E. Warren, Clerk Term Expires Sept, 1, 1943
Clerk receives $150.00 per annum
Other Members, $100.00 per annum
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FIRE COMMISSION
One Member Elected at Municipal Election for a Six-Year Term
Eugene I. Dubois, Purchasing Agent Term Expires 1941
Walter E. Grant, Clerk Term Expires 1943
William A. Molloy, Chairman Term Expires 1945
Salaries, $100.00 per annum; Clerk, $125.00 per annum
TRUSTEES OF EDCEWOOD CEMETERY
Elected by Trustees and Aldermen in Joint Convention for ;
Five-Year Term
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor, is Trustee ex-officio
Herbert C. Lintott Term Expires April 1
Rudolph Schmeidtgen Term Expii-es April 1
Charles H. Jackman Term Expires April 1
James L. Bickford Term Expires April 1
Albert A. Davis Term Expires April 1
Joseph L. Clough Term Expires April 1
Isaac B, Stevens Term Expires April 1
Sceva Speare Term Expires April 1
Walter F. Norton Term Expires April 1
William R. Swart Term Expires April 1
Walter F. Norton, President
Joseph L. Clough, Secretary
Alfred O. Poulin, Treasurer, ex-officio
TRUSTEES OF WOODLAWN CEMETERY
Elected by Trustees and Aldermen in Joint Convention for
Five-Year Term
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor, is Trustee ex-officio
George E. Harris Term Expires April
Charles H. Farwell Term Expires April
Robert M. French Term Expires April
Everett M. Stevens Term Expires April
Ernest W. Gray Term Expires April
Everett F. Goodhue Term Expires April
Walter C. French Term Expires April
Clarence H. Wright Term Expires April
Stephen W. Bastow Term Expires April
Herbert E. Kendall Term Expires April
Frank P. Rideout, President
Herbert E. Kendall, Secretary
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TRUSTEES OF THE SUBURBAN CEMETERIES
Elected by Trustees and Aldermen in Joint Convention for ;
Five-Year Term
Hon. Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor, is Trustee ex-ofRcio
Clarence A. Woodbury Term Expires April 1
Charles S. Clement Term Expires April 1
Koger C. Shattuck Term Expires April 1
Ward Whitney Term Expires April 1
Frederick W. Cox Term Expires April 1
Henry D. Tolles, President
Clarence A. Woodbury, Secretary







Four Members Elected at the General Municipal Election for a
Six-Year Term
Sarah M. Mercer E. J. Belanger
John E. Bernard Paul A. Moran
Terms Expire December 31, 1941
Thomas J. Grigas Blaylock Atherton
Charles J. Fortin Muriel D. Thurber
Terms Expire December 31, 1943
Belie A. Degasis Alfred C. Lacaillade
Thomas J. Leonard John D. Wilcox
Terms Expire December 31, 1945
ELECTED BY THE BOARD
Alfred C. Lacaillade, President
Sarah M. Mercer, Clerk
Clerk receives $200.00 per annum
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REGULAR MEETINGS
BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month at 8 P, M. at City
Hall Building.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
First and fifteenth days of each month at 7:30 P. M. at City
Hall Building.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Last Friday of each month at 7:45 P. M. at City Hall Building.
POLICE COMMISSION
Last day of each month at 8:00 P. M. at Police Station.
FIRE COMMISSION
The twenty-eighth day of each month at 8:00 P. M. at the Cen-
tral Fire Station.
TRUSTEES OF WOODLAWN CEMETERY
Last Friday of each month.
TRUSTEES OF EDGEWOOD CEMETERY
Last Monday of each month.
BOARD OF HEALTH
First and third Tuesdays of each month at 4:30 P. M. at City
Hall Building.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
First and fourteenth of each month at City Hall Building.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Every Tuesday at 2:00 P. M., also first Wednesday of October,
November and December at 7:30 P. M. at City Hall Building.
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WEIGHERS

























































(JiTY OF Nashua, New Hampshire
SURVEYORS OF WOOD, BARK AND LUMBER
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INSPECTORS OF CHECK LISTS






























Elected at Biennial Election. November 5, 1940
Ward 1 Euger.e T. Hodge, 5 Dinsmore Street
Ward 2 James H. Larrabee, 32 Summer Street
Ward 3 Paul Lesage, 139 Tolles Street
Ward 4 George F. Stevens, 10 Va Olive Street
Ward 5 Albert Dionne, 48 Central Street
Ward 6 Ernest Marcoux, 21 Mulberry Street
Ward 7 Christopher Gallagher, 28 King Street
Ward 8 John M. Boggis, 3 Blossom Street
Ward 9 Arthur Poliquin, 76 Ledge Street











Elected at Biennial Election, November 5, 1940
Charles W, Gillette, 11 Terrace Street
Donald T, Hardy, 45 Chester Street
Amedee Dean, 55 Chandler Street
Arthur J. Garrity, 7 Mason Street
Romeo Ouellette, 185 W. Pearl Street
George Landry, 38 W. Hollis Street
George E. Morse, 65 Harbor Avenue
James G. Morse, 142 Chestnut Street
Ernest Boucher, Jr., 63 Pine Street
SELECTMEN
Elected at Biennial Election, November 5, 1940
Ward 1 Cecil D. Barnes, SVz Baldwin Street
Ralph W. Hill^ 41 Abbott Street
Robert H. Smith, 14 Reservoir Street
Ward 2 George F. Farley, 6 Salem Street
Henri G. Marchand, 50 Lowell Street
George A. Sirois, 39 Granite Street
Ward 3 Euclide Berube, 77 Chandler Street
Robert J. Dube, 7 Van Buren Street
Alexis Morin, 54 Perham Street
Ward 4 Timothy R. Drumm, 13 Spruce Street
Harvey J. Lavoie, 17 Howard Street
Walter C. Smith, 45 E. Pearl Street
Ward 5 Ludger Dumont, 3 Beech Street
Omer L. Caron, 30 Palm Street
Francois J. Chamard, 7 Pleasant St.
Ward 6 George Dambroise, 71% Vine Street
Delphis Gaudette, 112 Ash Street
Noel C. Landry, 88 Walnut Street
Ward 7 George Bleau, Jr., 16 Harvard Street
George E. Tibbetts, 37 King Street
John Welch, 16 McKean Street
Ward 8 Joseph A. Brie, 8 Lincoln Avenue
Arthur Morrissette, 20 Fulton Street
Wilfrid J. Noel, 9 Gilman Street
Ward 9 Ovila A. Desautels, 147 W. Hollis Street
Albert Hudon, 57 Pine Street
Emile Marquis, 98 Ledge Street
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REPRESENTATIVES











Mabel Thompson Cooper, R
Walter N. Davis, R
Chas. I. Woodbury, R
Fred E. Landry, D
John L, Sweeney, D
Emile Carrier, D
Octave J. Goulet, D
Hector Trombley, D
George D. Spalding, D
Timothy J. Sullivan, D
Arthur Bilodeau, D
Amedee Plourde, D
Leonard G. Velishka, D
Louis W. Faquette, D
Robert St. Francois, D
Frank B. Shea, D
Alfred Betters, D
Amable B. Goyette, D
Dennis F. Sweeney, D
Rodolphe Cormier, D
Wilfred J. Grandmaison, D
Honore D. LeBlanc, D
John D. Wilcox, D
Paul E. Bouthillier, D
Auguste Senechal, D
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This is to certify that we have audited the accounts and records
of the City of Nashua, New Hampshire, for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1940, and found them correctly cast and properly
vouched.
We submit our report herewith in the form of Exhibits and
Schedules which, in our opinion, reflect the financial condition of the
City as of December 31, 1940, and together with the comments sub-
mitted herein, will interpret the results of operation for the period
under review.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director,
Division of Municipal Accounting,
State Tax Commission.
NOE ALLARD, Auditor,
ALAN R. MATTHEWS. Accountant.
























Woodlawn Cemetery . . . .
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1937 3,54T.32 3,421.00 126.32*
1938 8,963.71 8,632.02 331.69*




Board of Public Works
Bills 10,431.96 3,490.50 6,941.46'
Tax Titles and Tax Deeds 9,466.15 9,466.15
Unexpended Appropriations
Carried Over:
Board of Public Works . . . 26,603.46 9,371.99 17,231.47*
M. P. Harris Bequest 1,162.37 23.19 1,139.18*






Title of Accounts As of December 31st Increase
1939 1940 Decrease (*)
Cash on Hand and in Bank $621.37* $536.05 $1,157.42
Accounts Receivable:
Fire Dept.—Special 2,125.81 2,125.81*
TOTAL ASSETS $1,504.44 $586.05 $968.39*
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable:
New High School Equipment . . $312.05 $312.05
Public Improvement 224.00 224.00
Holman Stadium—Special 968.39 $968.39*
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1,504,44 $536.05 $968.39*






Title of Accounts As of December 31st Increase
1939 1940 Decrease (*)
Cash in Bank $2,940.38 $4,012.30 $1,071.92
Securities at Par value 43,390.00 42,830.00 560.00*
TOTAL ASSETS $46,330,38 $46,842.30 $511.92
Net Bonded Debt 1,601,669.62 1,451,157.70 150,511.92*
GRAND TOTALS $1,648,000.00 $1,498,000.00 $150,000.00*
LIABILITIES
Bonds Outstanding:
Fire Loans $30,000.00 $25,000.00 $5,000.00*
Health and Sanitation
Loans 242,000.00 224,000.00 18,000.00*
Public Improvement Loans 556,000.00 514,000.00 42,000.00*
Highway Loans 212,000.00 185,000.00 27,000.00*
School Loans 477,000.00 432,000.00 45,000.00*
New City Hall Loan 100,000.00 90,000.00 10,000.00*
Machine Shop and Garage
Loan 16,000.00 14,000.00 2,000.00*
Municipal Loan (Building) 9,000.00 8,000.00 1,000.00*
Refunding Loans 6,000.00 6,000.00




Trust and Investment Funds
ASSETS
As of December 31st Increase
1939 1940 Decrease (*)
Cash in Banks:
Nashua Trust Co $87,629.48 $98,136.28 $10,506.80
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Second National Bank 46,255.44 50,796.53 4,541.09
Indian Head National Bank . 17,713.54 17,726.71 13.17
Nashua Trust Co., Checking
Account 158.82 30.95 127.87^
Total Bank Funds $151,757.28 $166,690.47 $14,933.19
Investment Securities 192,784.00 189,184.00 3,600.00=*
GRAND TOTALS $344,541.28 $355,874.47 $11,333.19
LIABILITIES
As of December 31st Increase
1939 1940 Decrease (*)
Library Funds:
Hunt and Hussey Funds $25,000.00 $25,000.00
Ira F. Harris Funds 15,000.00 15,000.00
Almira Jacquith Fund 500.00 500.00
Lecture Funds:
Hunt Lecture Funds 9,262.80 9,253.12
Harris Lecture Fund 20,426.39 20,759.29
School Prize Funds:
Noyes Medal Fund 854.25 870.77
Willis T. Dodge Funds 2,049.45 2,009.83
Miscellaneous Funds:
City Farm—Park Fund 10,000.00 10,000.00
Weavers' Union Hospital Fund 496.19 506.16
Jennie N. Wallace Fund .... 513.44 523.75
Charlotte 0. Harris Fund . . . 172.93 176.39
Nashua Cemetery Association:
S. P. Cothrin Fund 1,024.36 974.36
S. B. Cothrin Fund 781.42 743.97
Laura Hill Fund 328.42 312.26
Mrs. E. J. Hubbard Fund .... 144.06 137.18
Cemetery Funds:
Edgewood—Perpetual Care . . 92,685.74 96,140.95
Edg-evirood—Walks and Drives 11,788.57 11,788.57
Edgewood—Mary Harris Fund 1,026.88 1,000.00
Woodlawn—Perpetual Care . . 145,654.84 152,262.72
Woodlawn—Walks and Drives 85.83
Woodlawn—Abbie J. Dunlap 144.78 147.44


















GRAND TOTALS $344,541.28 $355,874.47 $11,333.19
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EXHIBIT B
CITY OF NASHUA
RECONCILIATION OF REVENUE DEFICIT
Activity for the Year Ended December 31, 1940
Revenue Deficit as of December
31, 1939 $21,393.17
Charges Affecting Period Prior to 1940:
Excess of 1935 taxes over corre-
sponding Overlay as of De-
cember 31, 1940 $13,140.80
Transfer to Non-Revenue Cash
for Overdraft in Fire Dept.
Special 2,125.81
Adjustment of 1939 taxes due
to tax refunds during 1940 . . GG1.45
Other adjustments during 1940 413.92
TOTAL CHARGES 16,341.98
$37,735.15
Credits Affecting Period Prior to 1940
:
Taxes not previously assessed:
For Levy of 1936 $66.00
For Levy of 1937 106.00
For Levy of 1938 332.00
For Levy of 1939 1,535.88
TOTAL CREDITS 2,039.88
Adjusted Revenue Deficit of Prior
Years $35,6^5.27
Current Year's Revenue:
Unexpended Balances of Appro-
priations $14,536.02
Taxes not previously assessed . 1,332.43
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Excess of Actual Revenue Over
Estimated 4,439.87
Balance of Cash in Hand of
City Clerk 505.20
Total Revenue—Current Year . $20,813.52
Less: Appropriation Overdraft $3,845.78
1940 Taxes Refunded . . 46.59 3,892.37
Net Revenue for 1940 16,921.15
Balance of Revenue Deficit
—
12/31 40 (Exhibit A-1) ... $18,774.12
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EXHIBIT D-1
CITY OF NASHUA
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1940
REVENUE ACCOUNTS
Cash Receipts:
From Local Taxes: (Schedule D-10)
Property Taxes $1,550,116.78
Poll Taxes 48,843.00
Interest and Costs on Taxes 4,982.23
Costs on Poll Taxes 3,059.40
Taxes Redeemed 28,265.76
Interest and Costs on Redemptions .... 2,060.24
$1,637,327.41
From State of N. H.:
Interest and Dividend Taxes 39,717.09
Railroad Taxes 9,590.76
Savings Bank Tax 9,935.42
Insurance Tax 1,055.17
State Athletic Commission 64.44
60,362.88
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Automobile Permits 34,231.75
Dog Licenses—Net 1,529.23
Other Licenses and Permits 2,438.50
Miscellaneous Items from City Clerk . . . 3,106.54
Fines and Forfeits—Municipal Court . . 2,875.32
Police Department 51.59
Clinton Street Rental 1,050.00
Comfort Station Refunds 14.05
45,296.98
P'rom Other Sources:
Sale of Land 4,604.50
Sale of Old School 300.00
Deposit of Accumulated Overage 186.50
Sale of Towels 12.83
5,103.83
From Trust Funds—Account of Principal:
Edgewood Cemetery—Perpetual Care . . 3,145.00
Woodlawn Cemetery—Perpetual Care . . 9,380.13
Suburban Cemeteries, Perpetual Care . . 679.00
13,204.13
From Temporary Loans $800,000.00
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Receipts Credited to Departmental
Appropriations:
General Government $1,856.81
City Hall Maintenance 58.50
Police Department 270.00
Fire Department 280.27
Board of Health 1,072.00
Board of Public Works 30,814.82
School Department 23,986.61
Public Library . 2,257.71
Old Age Assistance 309.75
City Poor 341.50
W. P. A. Activities 2,451.43
Park and Recreation Commission 2,629.55







Total Cash Receipts from All Sources: ... $2,649,622.73









Wards and Elections 7,835.39
Assessors' Office 9,331.68
City Hall Maintenance 9,202.01




Sealer of Weights and Measures 1,571.88
$68,758.76
206,022.34
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Health and Sanitation:
Board of Health 19,056.86
City Physician 953.86
St. Joseph's Hospital 2,500.00
Nashua Hospital Association 2,500.00
Highways and Bridges:






Old Age Assistance 16,091.89
City Poor 58,760.91
W. P. A. Activities 4,480.41
Patriotic Purposes:
American Legion 100.00
Spanish War Veterans 100.00






Lands and Buildings 4,305.68
Water Supply 16,245.83
Insurance 7,079.66














City of Nashua, New Hampshire
Refunds and Other Items:
Refunds on Taxes due to:
Overpayments .' 1,688.04
Abatements 323.83
Refunds of Interest on Taxes 16.00
Transfer of Collector's Cash 2,000.00
Transfer to Non-Revenue Cash 2,125.81
Other Refunds 413.92
Taxes Bought by the City
Trust Funds—Account of Principal:
Edgewood Cemetery—Perpetual Care . . 2,684.00
Woodlawn Cemetery—Perpetual Care . . 8,841.13
Suburban Cemetery—Perpetual Care . . 3,400.00
Interest Paid:
On Bonds Outstanding $49,522.50
Temporary Loans 1,383.13












Total Disbursements for All Purpose;
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EXHIBIT D-2
CITY OF NASHUA
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1940
Non-Revenue Accounts
CASH RECEIPTS
Transfer from General Fund $2,125.81
Less:




For Materials and Supplies $968.39




STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1940
General Indebtedness—Sinking Fund
CASH RECEIPTS
Income from Securities $722.97
Income from Savings Bank 29.41
$752.38
Maturing: Bonds:
City of Akron, Ohio 5G0.00
Total Cash Receipts $1,312.38
Cash on Hand—12/31/39 (Ex-
hibit A-3) 2,940.38
GRAND TOTAL $4,252.76
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CASH DISBURSEMENTS
Interest on Refunding Loan $240.00
Cost of Collection on Maturing Bonds .46
Total Cash Disbursements $240.46




STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1940
Trust and Inve.stnient Funds
CASH RECEIPTS
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Edg-ewood Cemetery:
Perpetual Care $708.04
























Town of New Canaan $1,000.00
Northern Indiana Pub. Ser. Co 1,000.00
Cash Received from
B. & M. Railroad Bond 600.00
Premium on B. & M. Bonds 31.13
2,631.13
Suburban Cemeteries:
Tenn. Electric Power Co 1,000.00
Total Cash Received during 1940 $17,661.75
Balance on Hand and in Banks—12/31/39 151,757.28
GRAND TOTAL $169,419.03
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
CASH DISBURSEMENTS
Income from Interest Withdrawn
:
Library Funds:
Hunt and Hussey Funds $20.10
Almira Jacquith Fund 9.21
City Farm—Park Fund
Nashua Cemetery Association:
S. P. Cothrin Fund $G9.98
S. B. Cothrin Fund 52.69
Laura Hill Fund 22.56
Mrs. E. J. Hubbard Fund 9.69
Edgewood Cemetery:
Perpetual Care $709.83










Willes T. Dodg-e Fund
Woodlawn Cemetery—Walks and Drives
Transfer to Appropriation
Total Cash Disbursed during- 1940
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EXHIBIT El
CITY OF NASHUA
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF TAXABLE VALUES
AND TAXES ASSESSED
Year of Increase
Description 1939 1940 Decrease (*)
Lands and Buildings $25,376,883.00 $25,977,693.00 $600,810.00
Mills and Machinery 5,350,023.00 5,284,646.00 65,377.00*
Stock in Trade 5,309,286.00 5,727,024.00 417,738.00
Electric Plants 1,750,460.00 1,546,260.00 204,200.00*
Horses 8,990.00 8,195.00 795.00*
Cows 32,235.00 30,919.00 1,316.00*
Other Neat Stock 690.00 1,630.00 940.00
Hogs and Sheep 463.00 1,296.00 833.00
Fowl 10,168.00 12,126.00 1,958.00
Vehicles 1,550.00 1,800.00 250.00
Boats and Launches 100.00 100.00
Gas Pumps and Tanks .... 22,567.00 23,002.00 435.00
TOTAL VALUATION $37,863,415.00 $38,614,691.00 $751,276.00
National Bank Stock $535,960.00 $534,030.00 $1,930.00*
Poll Taxes—Number 18,623. 18,479. 144. *
Amount $37,246.00 $36,958.00 $288.00"
Tax Rate per $100.00 $3.66 $3.76 $0.10
Taxes Assessed:
City Tax $1,073,325.00 $1,155,137.50 $81,812.50
School Per Capita Tax.. 9,338.00 8,228.00 1,110.00*
County Tax 326,701.49 313,411.84 13,289.65*
Overlay 19,042.09 17,433.34 1,008.75*
TOTAL TAXES
ASSESSED $1,428,406.58 $1,494,210.68 $65,804.10
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EXHIBIT E-2
CITY OF NASHUA




General Government . . . .
Wards and Elections . . . .
Assessoi's' Office
























Spanish War Veterans . .
.
Veterans of Foreign Wars .
Unclassified Items
Pprrjinns;
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Less: Checks Outstanding 36,555.29
Check Book Balance—12/31/40 $21,357.40
Cash on Hand:
Cash in Register as counted
For Account of Treasurer 300.00
For Account of Tax Collector . . 100.00
For Account of Police Dept. . . 100.00
Total Cash on Hand—12/31/40 500.00
Total Cash on Hand and in Bank $21,857.40
CASH—PER BALANCE SHEET
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1940
Revenue Cash (Exhibit A-1) 21,321.35
Non-Revenue Cash (Exhibit A-2) ... 536.05




PROOF OF CASH BALANCES—DECEMBER 31, 1940
CITY CLERK
Account with Second National Bank
Bank Balance—per Statement $1,264.26
Less: Check Outstanding No. 4 900.00
Check Book Balance—12/31/40 364.26
Cash on Hand:
For Deposit as counted 31.94
Cash Item advanced 10.00
Cash in Register 99.00
Total Cash on Hand—12/31/40 . 140.94
Total Cash on Hand and in Bank $505.20
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SUMMARY
Remittances to City Treasurer $40,800,82
Cash on Hand in Bank as above 505.20
Total Accounted for $41,306.02
City Clerk's Activities^Per Exhibit 41,306.02
Schedule A- 12
CITY OF NASHUA
SUMMARY OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES—AS OF DECEMBER 31,
1940
LEVY OF 1936




Additional Taxes (Not Previously Assessed)
Poll Taxes 66.00
Poll Taxes Refunded (Col-














City of Nashua, New Hampshire
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Total Uncollected Taxes $14,237.29








Additional Taxes (Not Previously Assessed)
Poll Taxes 332.00
Poll Taxes Refunded (Col-
lected in Error) 4.00











Poll Tax Transfer 2.00
TOTAL CREDITS $9,523.09





Total Uncollected Taxes $15,525.07
General Ledger Exceeds Detailed Lists . . 4.02
Corresponding Overlay—12/31/40 (Exhibit
A.i ) $8,632.02
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LEVY OF 1939






























Balance Uncollected—12/31/40 (Exhibit A-1) 8,873.84





Total Uncollected Taxes $8,448.56













(Collected in error) 1,517.58









Poll Taxes Transfen-ed 4.40
TOTAL CREDITS .... 1,298,323.35
Balance Uncollected
—
12/31/40 (Exhibit A-1) $199,179.14





Total Uncollected Taxes $199,383.94




















Less: Adjustment carried from 1939 931.28
Total Tax Titles (Exhibit A-1) $51,759.18
Corresponding Reserve—12/31/40 (Per Exhibit A-1) $9,466.15
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Schedule A- 14
CITY OF NASHUA
SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE—BOARD OF PUBLIC
WORKS—AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1940
















Total Accounts Receivable—12 31 '40
Per Exhibit A-1 $3,533.35
Corresponding- Reserve (Exhibit A-1) $3,490.50
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY
Balance—12 31 39 $10,474.81





Balance Uncollected as above $3,533.35




SCHEDULE OF TEMPORARY LOANS—YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 81, 1940
BALANCE OUTSTANDING—12/31/39
No. 205 Dated 4 14 39 Duel/29/40 $100,000.00
No. 206-207 Dated 5/ 3/39 Due 2/28/40 100,000.00
No. 208-215 Dated 6/ 1/39 Due 3/29/40 100,000.00
Dated 6/ 1/39 Due 4/29/40 100,000.00
No. 216 Dated 6/29/39 Due 5/29/40 100,000.00
$500,000.00
LOANS ISSUED DURING 1940:
No. 1-16 Dated 1/23/40 Due 12/ 2/40 $100,000.00
Dated 1/23/40 Due 12/16/40 100,000.00
No. 17-40 Dated 3/27/40 Due 2/ 3/41 100,000.00
Dated 3/27/40 Due 2/17/41 100,000.00
Dated 3/27/40 Due 3/28/41 100,000.00
No. 41-56 Dated 5/28/40 Due 12/30/40 200,000.00
No. 57-66 Dated 6/28/40 Due 12/20/40 100,000.00
$800,000,00
Total Loans Issued 1,300,000.00
LOANS RETIRED DURING 1940:
No. 206 Due 1/29/40 $100,000.00
No. 206-207 Due 2/28/40 100,000.00
No. 208-215 Due 3/29/40 100,000.00
Due 4/29/40 100,000.00
No. 216 Due 5/29/40 100,000.00
No. 1-10 Due 12/ 2/40 100,000.00
Due 12/16/40 100,000.00
No. 57-66 Due 12/20/40 100,000.00
No. 41-56 Due 12/30/40 200,000.00
1,000,000.00
BALANCE OUTSTANDING—12/31/40:
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Schedule C-10
CITY OF NASHUA
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION—EDGEWOOD CEMETERY-
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1940
Cash Receipts:
Appropriation—1940 $2,100.00
Care of Lots, Burials, etc $2,081.89
Sale of Lots 1,111.00
Income from Trust Funds 2,968.44
6,161.33
Gifts: Sceva Speare, for Edgewood
Ave. Fence 1,070.00
1,000.00
Total Receipts Credited $10,331.33




Tools, Supplies and Repairs 748.19
Truck Supplies and Repairs 200.71
Seeds, Plants, etc 267.76
Water 152.40
Loam and Fertilizer 259.65
Chapel Lig-ht, Fuel, etc 371.76
Insurance 114.44
Telephone 46.64
Office Expense, Supplies, etc 147.25
EdgeviTood Ave. Fence 1,070.00
Rose Park Improvement 967.65
Total Disbursements Charged $10,488.78
Overdraft carried from 1939 1,255.19
Grand Totals $11,743.97
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Schedule C-11
CITY OF NASHUA
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION—WOODLAWN CEMETERY-
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1940
Cash Receipts:
Appropriation—1940 $1,500.00
Care of Lots, Burials, Etc $3,429.53
Sale of Lots 3,004.00
Transfer from Walks and Drives . . . 86.68
Refunds 17.32
Income from Trust Funds 4,368.53
10,906.06
Total Receipts Credited $12,406.06




Seeds, Bulbs, etc 46.53
Loam and Fertilizer 225.46
Fuel, Light and Power 607.68
Water 126.57
Tools and Repairs 1,299.05
Supplies 305.92
Insurance 229.42
Printing and Stationery 25.75
New Plan of Cemetery 100.00
Rent and Recording 175.00




Total Disbursements Charged $13,083.13
Overdraft carried from 1939 1,060.37
Grand Totals $14,143.50
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Schedule C-12
CITY OF NASHUA
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS—SUBURBAN CEMETERIES
—YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1940
Cash Receipts:
Appropriation—1940 $1,500.00
Care of Lots (from 1939) $46.00
Care of Lots (1940) 36.00
Sale of Lots 25.00
Burials 30.00




To Total Receipts Credited $1,982.00








Total Disbursements Charged $1,690.60
Overdraft carried from 1939 691.95
Grand Totals $2,382.55
Schedule D-10
SUMMARY OF CASH RECEIPTS—TAX COLLECTOR—YEAR
ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1940
Property Poll Total
Year of Levy Taxes Taxes Taxes
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1933 116.00 116.00
1934 42.60 146.00 188.60
1935 385.51 1,442.00 1,827.51
1936 537.33 1,380.00 1,923.33
1937 1,148.83 1,680.00 2,828.83
1938 5,894.11 3,368.00 9,262.11
1939 274,626.52 13,960.00 288,586.52
1940 1,267,456.20 26,462.00 1,293,918.20
Total Taxes Collected $1,550,116.78 $48,843.00 $1,598,959.78
Interest and Costs on Taxes $4,982.23
Costs on Poll Taxes 3,059.40
Taxes Redeemed $28,265.76
Interest and Costs on Redemptions 2,060.24
Grand Total Collected $1,637,327.41
Schedule D-11
CITY OF NASHUA
SCHEDULE OF CASH RECEIPTS—CITY CLERK—YEAR










Supplies and Expenses . . 74.15
Damage by Dogs 19.62 693.77
Dog Licenses—Net $1,529.23
Pool, Billiard and Bowling 596.50
Shows and Exhibitions 790.00
2,915.73






Declaration of Candidacies 67.00
Accumulated Overage 326.46
3,106.54
Total Cash Received during 1940 $41,306.02
Schedule D-12
CITY OF NASHUA
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUE—ESTIMATED AND
ACTUAL—YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1940
Actual Revenue Credited to "Estimated Revenue"
Interest and Dividend Taxes $39,717.09
Railroad Taxes 9,590.76
Savings Bank Tax 9,935.42
Insurance Tax 1,055.17
State Athletic Commission 64.44
Interest and Costs on Taxes 4,982.23
Costs on Poll Taxes 3,059.40
Interest and Costs on Redemptions 2,060.24
Automobile Permits 34,231.75
Other Licenses and Permits 2,438.50
Miscellaneous Items from City Clerk 3,106.54
Fines and Forfeits 2,875.32
Old Police Station Rental 5.00
Clinton Street Rental 1,050.00
Comfort Station Refunds 14.05
Sale of Land 4,604.50
Sale of Old School 300.00
Sale of Towels 12.83
Deposit of Accumulated Overage 186.50
Total Actual Revenue $119,289.74
Estimated Revenue 115,000.00
Excess of Actual over Estimated $4,289.74






ADOPTING RULES AND FIXING THE TIME FOR HOLDING
REGULAR MEETINGS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year op Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That the rules of the Board of Aldermen for 1940 be and the
a
same are hereby adopted for 1939, and that the time for holding regu-
lar meetings be on the second and fourth Tuesday of each month at








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
RELATIVE TO THE PRE-PAYMENT OF TAXES FOR THE
YEAR 1940
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That the Tax Collector of the City of Nashua, in accordance
with and by authority of Chapter 66, Section 43, of the Public Laws
of New Hampshire, be and hereby is empowered to allow a discount
of 1940 taxes for pre-payment of said taxes, such discount to be at
the rate of two and one-half per cent per annum from date of pay-
ment to December 1, 1940, but no discount shall be allowed for pre-
payment after November 1, 1940.
Pre-payments may be made before, as well as after, the assess-
ment of taxes for the year 1940, discounts to apply on partial or total
pre-payments.
In the event the amount prepaid by a tax payer exceeds the 1940
assessment when made, said tax payer shall receive a rebate of the
amount overpaid on said tax.
Further, in the event that the tax assessment for 1940 is more in
amount than the pre-payment made, said tax payer shall be charged








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
.City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR, TREASURER, AND FINANCE
COMMITTEE TO BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION
OF TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
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That pursuant to the Public Laws, C. 42, S. 75, the Mayor, Treas-
urer and Finance Committee are authorized to incur debts from time
to time during- the inunicipal fiscal year beginning January 1, 1940,
to an aggregate amount not exceeding- one million dollars for tem-
porary loans in anticipation of and payable from the taxes of the said
year and to issue therefor notes of the City signed by the Mayor and
Treasurer and certified by The First National Bank of Boston and to
renew the same by the issue of other like notes, but all notes issued
hereunder shall be payable within one year after the date when the








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO GEORGE H. ATWOOD
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $900.00 is hereby granted George H.
Atwood, fireman, now incapacitated for further service.








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO NAPOLEON L. TESSIER
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $925.00 is hereby granted Napoleon
L. Tessier, former fireman, now incapacitated for further service.








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO LIEUTENANT SHERIDAN
P. SIMALLEY
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $925.00 is hereby granted Lieutenant
Sheridan P. Smalley, fireman, now incapacitated for further service.








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO FRED LaFORME
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $900.00 is hereby granted Fred La-
Forme, fireman, now incapacitated for further service.








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO DENNIS H. DOWNEY
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $950.00 is hereby ,s:ranted Captain
Dennis H. Downey, fireman, now incapacitated for further service.








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AMENDING THE RESOLUTION ENTITLED "AUTHORIZING
THE LANDS AND BUILDINGS COMMITTEE TO EXECUTE A
LEASE TO THE OLD POLICE STATION BUILDING AND TO
EQUIP IT WITH A HEATING PLANT"
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That a resolution entitled "Authorizing the Lands and Buildings
Committee to Execute a Lease to the Old Police Station Building and
to Equip it with a Heating Plant" as passed on December 18, 1939, be
and is hereby amended by striking out the following:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Lands and Buildings
Committee of the Board of Aldermen be and it is hereby authorized
to have installed at the expense of the City of Nashua, as soon as is
convenient, whatever heating plant may seem adequate to said Com-
mittee, in said old police station building, so-called, exclusive of said
cell block. The whole cost of said heating plant and installation not
to exceed Twenty-five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00).
And to substitute therefor the following:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Lands and Buildings
Committee of the Board of Aldermen be and it is hereby authorized
to have installed at the expense of the City of Nashua whatever heat-
ing plant may seem adequate to said Committee in said old police
station building, so-called, exclusive of said cell block. The whole
cost of said heating plant and installation not to exceed Two Thousand
Dollars ($2,000.00).







Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
NAMING A COMMITTEE TO STUDY THE QUESTION OF A
BUILDING CODE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Akkn-mcn of the City of Nashua:
That the Chairman of the Board of Aldermen be and he is hereby
authorized and directed to name a committee of five (5) members of
the Board of Aldermen to study the advisability of adopting a build-
ing code for the City of Nashua with full power and authority to in-
vestigate this matter and draft a code to be presented to the Board








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SELL CERTAIN LOTS ON
BLOSSOM STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to sell and convey within thirty days from final passage
for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Joseph E. A. Boucher of
said Nashua for the sum of $600.00 lots 12, 14, 10, Sheet 94 of the
Assessors' Maps of the City of Nashua, located on Blossom Street in
said Nashua.
AMENDMENT AS FOLLOWS:
This conveyance is to be made subject to the condition that if
building operations are not begun upon said property by the grantee
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his heirs or assigns within six months from the date of the deed then
the property is to revert to the grantor and all rights of the grantee








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
EXECUTE FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF NASHUA
THE WITHIN DESCRIBED INSTRUMENT
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to execute for and on behalf of the City of Nashua the
following instrument:
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
WHEREAS, the City of Nashua by Eugene H. Lemay and under
corporate seal of said City has executed a warranty deed to John
Hunkins, dated May 7, 1940, to be recorded in the Hillsborough Coun-
ty Registry of Deeds, and
WHEREAS, there appears to be a mortgage from Caroline H.
Lunt to George H. Campbell dated August 30, 1876, and recorded in
volume 429, page 177, of the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds
in the amount of $1,000.00 covering part of the premises conveyed
in the above described deed from the City of Nashua to said John
Hunkins, and
WHEREAS, diligent search has been made and the iheirs and/or
assigns of George H. Campbell cannot be discovered and it appears
that said mortgage has in fact been discharged.
NOW THEREFORE, full warranty covenants are nevertheless
given in said deed from said City of Nashua to said Hunkins in full
contemplation of the existing outstanding undischarged mortgage as
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described above, and further the said City of Nashua by its Mayor,
Eugene H. Lemay, duly authorized by Resolution of the Board of
Aldermen passed and adopted on the 7th day of May, 1940, a certified
copy of which is hereunto annexed and made a part of this instru-
ment, agrees to indemnify and hold harmless, on account of said








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR, WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
LANDS AND BUILDINGS COMMITTEE, TO EXECUTE A CER-
TAIN AMENDMENT TO THE AGREEMENT DATED FEBRU-
ARY 13, 1940, BETWEEN THE CITY OF NASHUA AND
SAMUEL BARKIN AND DAVID GORFINKLE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to execute for and on behalf of the City of Nashua v\^ith
the approval of the Lands and Buildings Committee, a certain amend-
ment to the Agreement betv^^een said City of Nashua and Samuel Bar-
kin and David Gorfinkle, relative to the purchase of the old City Hall
Site so-called, dated February 13, 1940, which amendment is as fol-
lows:
AMENDMENT
WHEREAS, a certain agreement was entered into the thirteenth
day of February, 1940, by and between the City of Nashua, New
Hampshire, by Eugene H. Lemay, its Mayor, hereinafter known as
party of the first part and Samuel Barkin and David Gorfinkle, here-
inafter known as party of the second part to which said agreement
this amendment is appended and hereby made a part
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AND WHEREAS, said agreement stipulated that a certain deed
from the party of the first part to the party of the second part was
to be delivered and consideration paid on or before twelve o'clock,
noon. May 1, 1940
AND WHEREAS, the grantees in said deed were designated to
read Samuel Barkin and David Gorfinkle
AND WHEREAS, the said David Gorfinkle, by an assignment
dated April 12, 1940, has assigned to the said Samuel Barkin all his
right title and interest in the above described agreement
NOW THEREFORE, the said agreement is amended as follows:
That the time for the delivery of the deed and payment
of the consideration is extended to May 18, 1940, and the








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ACCEPT FOR AND ON BE--
rlALF OF THE CITY OF NASHUA A CERTAIN QUITCLAIM
DEED
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to accept for and on behalf of the City of Nashua a quit-
claim Deed of all rights in any building restriction on the old
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Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ACCEPT FOR AND ON BE-
HALF OF THE CITY OF NASHUA CERTAIN RELEASES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he hereby is
authorized to accept for and on behalf of the City of Nashua a re-
lease of all rights in any building restriction on the old Municipal
Building Lot, so-called, signed by all the living heirs at law, devisees
and assigns of one Elijah Coburn dated December 23, 1939, and also
a certain release of the same rights in the same restriction signed by
the heirs of the late Sarah Anna Stetson, one of the heirs of the late
Elijah Coburn, who died while the first mentioned release was in









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY TO
ACCEPT FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF NASHUA A
CERTAIN DEED FROM WILL F. NELSON
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year op Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to accept for and on behalf of the City of Nashua a certain
quitclaim deed from Will F. Nelson of Concord, in the County of
Merrimack and State of New Hampshire, to said City of Nashua in
which the said Will F. Nelson quitclaims all his right, title and inter-
est in, to and over the old City Hall Lot, so-called, the old Municipal








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
RATIFYING THE EXECUTION AND AUTHORIZING THE DE-
LIVERY BY HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, ON BE-
HALF OF THE CITY OF NASHUA OF A CERTAIN DEED
GRANTING CERTAIN RIGHTS AND EASEMENTS TO
WILL F. NELSON
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That the execution for and on behalf of the City of Nashua by
His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, of a certain deed dated Febru-
ary 12, 1940, granting to Will F. Nelson of Concord, in the County of
Merrimack and State of New Hampshire, certain rights and ease-
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ments in the old City Hall Lot, so-called, the old Municipal Building
Lot, so-called, and the old Police Station Lot, so-called, be and it is
hereby ratified.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that His Honor, Mayor Eugene
H. Lemay, be and he is hereby authorized to deliver for and on be-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY CERTAIN LOTS ON
ROXBURY STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to sell and convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua
to Frederick J. Riendeau of said Nashua, for the sum of Fifty Dol-









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1940
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That in accordance with the vote of the Board this day passed, the
following amounts are hereby appropriated for the several Depart-
ments for the year 1940.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Salary Account $12,000.00
Ward and Election Expenses 8,000.00
Assessors' Department 9,500.00
City Hall Building 12,000.00





New Alarm System 7,500.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures 1,600.00
HEALTH AND SANITATION
Board of Health 18,000.00
City Physician 1,000.00
St. Joseph's Hospital 2,500.00
Nashua Hospital Association 2,500.00
HIGHWAY
Board of Public Works 175,000.00
Street Lighting 42,000.00
Zoning Board of Adjustment 100.00
Board of Examination of Plumbers 75.00
CHARITIES
W. P. A 3,500.00
Public Welfare 00,000.00
Old Age Assistance 19,000.00
RECREATION AND UNCLASSIFIED
Park Reci'eation Commission 10,000.00
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Airport Commission 1,400.00
Incidentals (General Government) 23,000.00
Insurance 7,000,00
Old Police Station Heating- Plant 2,000.00
Land and Buildings 500.00
Water Supply 10,250.00
Printing- and Stationery 900.00
Memorial Day 400.00
American Legion 100.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars 100.00
Spanish War Veterans 100.00
Armistice Day 300.00
EDUCATION












And of this amount I recommend that the sum of one million, one
hundred fifty-five thousand, one hundred thirty-seven dollars and
fifty cents ($1,155,137.50) be raised by taxation, and the balance one
hundred fifteen thousand dollars and no cents, ($115,000.00) be paid








.\ttest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
EXECUTE FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF NASHUA
TO JOHN HUNKINS OF BOSTON, COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS, A CERTAIN RELEASE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to execute for and on behalf of the City of Nashua with
the approval of the Lands and Buildings Committee to John Hunkins
of Boston in the County of Suffolk and the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, the following described instrument:
RELEASE
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that the City of
Nashua, a Municipal corporation in the County of Hillsborough and
the State of New Hampshire by Eugene H. Lemay, its Mayor, duly
authorized by a resolution of the Board of Aldermen of said City of
Nashua passed on the twenty-eighth day of May, 1940, for and in
consideration of the sum of one dollar ($1.00) and other valuable con-
sideration to it paid by John Hunkins of Boston in the County of
Suffolk in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the receipt whereof is
hereby acknowledged, does hereby release to said John Hunkins a
certain building restriction regarding the dimensions of any building
or buildings to be erected, contained in a certain Warrantee Deed from
said City of Nashua to said John Hunkins, dated May 7, 1940, and
recorded on May 18, 1940, in Vol. 1001, Page 270, of the Hillsborough
County Registry of Deeds, to the extent and under the conditions as
hereinafter set forth:
Provided the main outside front wall of any building or build-
ings erected during the term of the restriction, on the premises de-
scribed therein, to wit, the old City Hall and Municipal building sites,
so-called, runs a full two stories in height from the northwest corner
of said premises to the northwest corner of the Odd Fellows Building
Association building as it now stands; then the right is hereby given
to set back, from the Odd Fellows Building, the second story of said
building or buildings a distance of five feet to the north behind the
main outside front wall of said building or buildings and for the en-
tire depth thereof for the purposes of a light well.
The said restriction in all other terms and respects except as
hereby specifically released is to remain in full force and effect.
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In witness whereof the said City of Nashua has hereunto set its
hand and corporate seal by its Mayor, Eugene H. Lemay, duly au-
thorized this 28th day of May, 1940.
Signed, sealed, and delivered City of Nashua
in the presence of
By
Mayor, duly authorized
State of New Hampshire City of Nashua
County of Hillsborough May 28, 1940
Personally appeared the above named Eugene H. Lemay, Mayor,
duly authorized and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his
voluntary act and deed and that of said corporation before me.













In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That the first regular meeting of the Board of Aldermen be








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
CONVEY LOT 1 ON PLAN OF LAND OF CITY OF NASHUA
ON BLOSSOM, OILMAN AND WEST STREETS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Vic-
tor Cote of said Nashua for the sum of Three Hundred Dollars lot 1
on a plan of land of the City of Nashua on Blossom, Gilman and West
Streets, dated April, 1940, and to be recorded in the Hillsborough
County Registry of Deeds. This conveyance is to be made upon the
following conditions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lot within six
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within
ten days from the date of passage of this resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO MARY SULLIVAN
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
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Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $360.00 is hereby granted Mary Sul-
livan, former City Hall employee, now incapacitated for further
service.
This pension to be paid from the Pension Account and to be in








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
CONVEY A CERTAIN LOT ON GLENWOOD STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year op Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to execute for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to
Anna Boyce, for and in consideration of the sum of $130.06 a certain
lot of land located in said Nashua being lot 70, sheet 128 on the As-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
CONVEY LOTS 100 AND 101 ON SHEET 118 OF THE ASSES-
SORS' MAPS OF THE CITY OF NASHUA LOCATED ON
MOUNTAIN VIEW AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to John
O. Baxter and Violet P. Baxter both of said Nashua, for the sum of
One Hundred Twenty-five Dollars lots 100 and 101, Sheet 118 of the
Assessors' Maps of the City of Nashua located on Mountain View
Avenue in said Nashua. This Conveyance is to be made upon the
following conditions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lots within six
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received with-
in ten days from the date of passage of this resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
CONVEY LOT 3 ON PLAN OF LAND OF CITY OF NASHUA ON
BLOSSOM, OILMAN AND WEST STREETS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
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That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and ho is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Al-
phonse Parent of said Nashua for the sum of One Hundred Dollars
Lot No. 3 on a plan of land of the City of Nashua on Blossom, Gil-
man and West Streets, dated April, 1940, and to be recorded in the
Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds.
This conveyance is to be made upon the following conditions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lots within six
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within
ten days from the date of passage of this Resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO JULIA O'DWYER
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $360.00 is hereby granted Julia
O'Dwyer, former City Hall employee, now incapacitated for further
service.
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This pension to be paid from the Pension Account and to be in








Attest: IRENES D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
CONVEY LOTS 14 TO 21 INCLUSIVE ON SHEET 119 OF THE
ASSESSORS' MAPS OF THE CITY OF NASHUA LOCATED ON
ALICE STREET IN SAID NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to
Charles A. Winn of said Nashua for the sum of One Hundred Fifty
Dollars lots 14 to 21 inclusive on Sheet 119 of the Assessors' Maps
of the City of Nashua located on Alice Street in said Nashua. This
conveyance is to be made upon the following conditions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lots within six
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within
ten days from the date of passage of this resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
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City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
CONTINUING PENSIONS IN FORCE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That t\\e pensions heretofore voted the following former City
Employees be and hereby are continued in force for the year 1940.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Lillian Meunier $76.04 Monthly
Charles Delorey 76.04 Monthly
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Mary Dillon $346.50 per annum
Lillian M. Donahue 812.50 per annum
Hattie M. Gordon 850.00 per annum
Elizabeth Gray 750.00 per annum
Caroline D. Hall 812.50 per annum
Rose Lee 825.00 per annum
Nellie McClure 800.00 per annum
James Mulvanity 875.00 per annum
C. H. Noyes 850.00 per annum
Jennie Reed 457.50 per annum
Marion Stiles 762.50 per annum
Ella G. Valcour 762.50 per annum
Ida Wallace 900.00 per annum
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Harry Fay $10.00 per week
Frank Francoeur 12.00 per week
Roderick McKay 15.00 per week
Dennis Nash 11.00 per week
FIRE DEPARTMENT
A. C. Melendy $125.00 per month
D. H. Downey 79.17 per month
S. P. Smalley 77.09 per month
N. L. Tessier 77.09 per month
G. S. Hidden 75.00 per month
G. H. Atwood 75,00 per month
F. Laforme 75.00 per month
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Mary I. Benson $50.00 per month
These pensions are granted under authority of the provisions of
Chapter 226, Session Laws of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1 of the
Session Laws of 1925.








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY, TO
CONVEY LOTS 4 AND 5 ON PLAN OF LAND OF CITY OF
NASHUA ON BLOSSOM, GILMAN AND WEST STREETS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Wil-
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frid Anctil of said Nashua for the sum of One Hundred Dollars lots
4 and 5 on a plan of land of the City of Nashua on Blossom, Oilman
and West Streets, dated April, 1940, and to be recorded in the Hills-
borough County Registry of Deeds. This conveyance is to be made
upon the following conditions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lots within six
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within
ten days from the date of passage of this resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE TRAFFIC COMMITTEE TO HAVE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS INSTALLED AT THE INTERSEC-
TIONS OF MAIN, FRANKLIN AND CANAL STREETS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
WHEREAS, the intersection of Canal, Franklin and Main Streets
has proved to be a dangerous crossing for pedestrians.
WHEREAS, it is believed that if traffic were regulated by traf-
fic lights the danger would be lessened.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Traffic Com-
mittee of the Board of Aldermen be and it is hereby authorized to
have purchased or transferred and installed by the Board of Public
Works at said intersection, in whatever position and manner the com-
mittee may deem best, traffic lights regulating vehicular and pedes-
trian traffic at said intersection.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the moreys necessary for
the purchase or transfer and installation be paid by the City Treas-









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
RELATING TO LOTS 100 AND 101 ON SHEET 118 OF THE AS-
SESSORS' MAPS OF THE CITY OF NASHUA, LOCATED ON
MOUNTAIN VIEW AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
WHEREAS, on June 25, 1940, a resolution was passed authoriz-
ing His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, to convey lots 100 and 101
on Sheet 118 of the Assessors' Maps of the City of Nashua located on
Mountain View Avenue, to John O. Baxter and Violet P. Baxter.
WHEREAS, a search of the records of the title of said lots
showed that on July 22, 1922, Samuel Dearborn, the Tax Collector for
the City of Nashua, by authority of a resolution passed by the Board
of Aldermen on the 11th day of July, 1922, and approved by the
Mayor on the 13th day of July, 1922, conveyed said lots 100 and 101
on Sheet 118 on Mountain View Avenue to one Exilda Nutter.
WHEREAS, said deed is probably in some parts defective be-
cause it is a tax collector's deed instead of a quitclaim deed.
WHEREAS, nevertheless, the said Exilda Nutter probably has
good title to said lots.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Al-
dermen of the City of Nashua that the resolution authorizing the
Mayor to convey said lots 100 and 101 on Sheet 118 on Mountain View
Avenue to John 0. Baxter and Violet P. Baxter passed June 25, 1940,
be and is hereby rendered null and void.
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AND, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that His Honor, Mayor
Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby authorized to execute for and
on behalf of the City of Nashua to said Exilda Nutter a quitclaim
deed to said lots 100 and 101 on Sheet 118 on Mounta^'n View Avenue
in confirmation and to obviate any defects which mignt be contained
in the previous deed to said Exilda Nutter to said lots executed by
Samuel Dearborn and dated July 22, 1922, and recorded in the Hills-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SELL A CERTAIN LOT OF
LAND ON THE GILMAN, BLOSSOM AND WEST STREET PLAN
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorised to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Victor
Cote of said Nashua in consideration of the sum of $100 a certain
lot of land on the Oilman, Blossom and West Street Plan, being lot
No. 2.
It is, however, a condition of this authority to convey that unless
the said Victor Cote shall pay the said consideration within ten days









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
IN RELATION TO THE COLLECTION OF POLL TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That the Collector be and hereby is authorized to forward during
the month of July, 1940, a notice to each and every poll tax payer of
the City of Nashua, notifying each poll tax payer that the poll tax
for 1940 must be paid on or before August 1, 1940, and for all poll
taxes not paid by said date to charge costs amounting to twenty (20)
cents for said notice, the said notice to consist of the publication of
this resolution in the newspapers of this city in three separate issues
during the month of July, and RESOLVED FURTHER that the
Collector of Taxes be and hereby is authorized to proceed to distrain








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AMENDING A RESOLUTION PASSED JUNE 25, 1940, RELA-
TIVE TO LOTS OF LAND ON OILMAN, BLOSSOM AND
WEST STREETS PLAN
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That a resolution passed June 25, 1940, authorizing His Honor,
Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, to convey for and on behalf of the City
of Nashua to Alphonse Parent lot No. 3 on Gilman, Blossom, and
West Streets Plan. Land of City of Nashua by Fred L. Clark, City
Engineer, be and is hereby amended, as follows:
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1. By substituting lots No. 6 and No. 7 for lot No. 3.
2. By providing for 10 days from the passage of this amend-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT DECEMBER 31, 1939
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That the following and all taxes previously committed to the late
Samuel Dearborn as Tax Collector and appearing unpaid at Decem-
ber 31, 1939, are hereby committed to Alfred 0. Poulin, duly elected
Tax Collector for the City of Nashua.
UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT DECEMBER 31, 1939
Levy of 1935 $15,327.52
Levy of 1936 15,339.88
Levy of 1937 . 16,883.16
Levy of 1938 24,712.18
Levy of 1939 297,277.94








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AMENDING A PREVIOUS RESOLUTION RELATIVE TO LAND
ON GLENWOOD STREET IN SAID NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
WHEREAS, by a resolution passed June 25, 1940, His Honor,
Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, was authorized to convey lot 70, sheet 128,
on the Assessors' Maps, located on Glenwood Street, to Anna Boyce
in consideration of the sum of $130.06.
WHEREAS, the consideration should have been stated as $10
instead of $130.06.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Al-
dermen of the City of Nashua that said resolution be so far amended








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY CERTAIN REAL
ESTATE AT THE CORNER OF LAKE AND HUNT
STREETS IN NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby au-
thorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Edward
Gage of said Nashua in consideration of $100, lot 44, sheet 102 of the
Assessors' Maps of the City of Nashua, located at the corner of Lake
and Hunt Streets in said Nashua.
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That building operations are to be begun on said lot within six
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within
ten days from the date of passage of this Resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it frea and clear of any








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE TRAFFIC COMMITTEE TO HAVE IN-
STALLED ADEQUATE SIGNS PROCLAIMING THE SPEED
LIMIT NOT TO EXCEED 25 MILES PER HOUR
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
WHEREAS, it is believed that automotive and pedestrian traffic
within the limits of the City of Nashua would be made safer if the
attention of the operators of motor vehicles were called to the fact that
by law their speed should not exceed 25 miles per hour.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Traffic Com-
mittee of the Board of Aldermen be and it is hereby authorized to
purchase and have installed whenever and wherever it may deem
proper adequate signs proclaiming the fact that a speed limit of not
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Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
CiUj Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY TO PAUL deNICOLA
LOTS 60 AND 61, SHEET 122 OF THE ASSESSORS' MAPS OF
THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to
Paul deNicola, in consideration of the sum of $100.00, lots 60 and 61,
sheet 122, Kinsley Street, on the Assessors' Maps of the City of
Nashua. This conveyance is to be made upon the following condi-
tions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lot within nine
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within
ten days from the date of passage of this resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY TO EDOUARDINA
GRAVELLE THE LAND AND BUILDINGS KNOWN AS
NO. 49 PINE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Boara of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Ji,ugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua, to
Edouardina Gravelle of said Nashua, for the sum of $600.00, the land
and buildings known as No. 4'J Pine being lot No. 60, sheet 85, on
the Assessors' Maps of the City of Nashua and understood to be the
same premises described in Volume 402, page 91, of the Hillsborough








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY TO LUC BRIAND
CERTAIN LOTS OF LAND WITH THE BUILDINGS THEREON
BEING KNOWN AS LOTS Nos. 5, 6, 7, AND 8, SHEET 101, PINE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua, to Luc
Briand of said Nashua, for the sum of $2,200.00, certain lots of land
with the buildings thereon being known as lots Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8,
Sheet 101, Pine, on the Assessors' Maps of the City of Nashua and
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understand to be more particularly described in Volume 516, page
223, Volume 569, page 71, and Volume 612, pase 519, of the Hills-








Attest: . IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY TO CATHERINE
PARADIS AND FRED PARADIS LOT NO. 8 ON THE
GILMAN-BLOSSOM-WEST STREET PLAN
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua tc
Catherine Paradis and Fred Paradis, as joint tenants, of said Nashua,
in consideration of the sum of $125.00 Lot No. 8 on plan of land of
the City of Nashua by Fred L. Clark, C. E., and known as Gilman-
Blossom-West Street Plan and being numbered 666 in the Hillsborough
County Registry of Deeds. This conveyance is to be made upon the
following conditions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lot within six
months from the date of the deed conveying the same and upon the
further condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within
ten days from the date of passage of this resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any
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Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY LOT 9(5, SHEET A,
TO JAMES KENDALL
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua for the
sum of $15.00 to James Kendall, Lot 96, Sheet A on the Assessors'








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY LOT 9, ON PLAN OF
GILMAN-BLOSSOM-WEST STREETS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
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That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua for the
sum of $190.00 to Philip T. Sanders Lot 9 on Gilman-Blossom-West
Streets Plan, No. 666 in the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds.
This conveyance is to be made upon the following conditions:
That building operations are to be begun on said lot within nine
months from date of the deed conveying the same and upon the further
condition that said deed is to be paid for and received within ten days
from the date of passage of this resolution.
If either or both of said conditions should not be complied with
the said land is to remain or immediately become the property of the
City of Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any
claims whatsoever of said Philip T. Sanders, his heirs and assigns.
This conveyance is made exclusive of the fence which is located
on a dividing line between Lots 8 and 9 on said Plan, which fence is








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY LOT 4 ON HAMMER
ROAD
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year op Ouk Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua for the
sum of $20.00 to Oscar Senecal lot 4, Sheet E on the Assessors' Maps
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Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AMENDING A RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE SALE OF
LOTS 60-61, SHEET 122, ON KINSLEY STREET PASSED
AUGUST 27, 1940
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That a resolution authorizing His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Le-
may, to convey lots 60 and 61, Sheet 122, Kinsley Street to Paul
deNicola passed August 27, 1940, be and is hereby amended as fol-
lows:
By striking out the words Paul deNicola and substituting there-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY TO ALBERT LE-
VESQUE LOT 49, SHEET 100 OF THE ASSESSORS' MAPS OF
THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Al-
bert Levesque, in consideration of the sum of $150.00, a 15-foot strip
of land parallel to the w^esterly line of Lake Street Fire Eng-ine lot,









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY TO ALLAN W.
LAMPHER LOTS 12 TO 17 INCLUSIVE, SHEET 175 OF THE
ASSESSORS' MAPS OF THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to Allan
W. Lampher, in consideration of the sum of $30, lots 12 to 17 inclu-
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Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO MARGARET M. EARLEY
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws of
1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a pen-
sion in the annual amount of $737.50 is granted Margaret M. Earley,
former school teacher, now incapacitated for further service.
This pension to be paid from the Pension Account and to be in








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
REQUESTING THE APPOINTMENT OF A BAIL
COMMISSIONER
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
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That a Justice of the Superior Court of the State of New Hamp-









Attest: IRENES D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO ANNIE L. COLLINS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $850.00 is hereby granted to Annie
L. Collins, former school teacher, now incapacitated for further serv-
ice.
This pension to be paid from the Pension Account and to be in








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO MABEL E. BROWN
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws
of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 1925, a
pension in the annual amount of $1,000.00 is hereby granted Mabel E.
Brown, former school teacher, now incapacitated for further service.
This pension to be paid from the Pension Account and to be in








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO KATHERINE A. BURNS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Session Laws of
1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1, of the Session Laws of 192.5, a pen-
sion in the annual amount of $825.00 is hereby granted to Katherine
A. Burns, former school teacher, now incapacitated for further service.
This pension to be paid from the Pension Account and to be in








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SELL LOT 95, SHEET C,
TO OSCAR SENEGAL
GITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the Gity of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey to Oscar Senecal for the sum of Ten Dollars









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SELL LOTS 120, 121, 122,
EDITH AVENUE, SHEET 59, TO WILLIAM F. DAVIS
GITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the Gity of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey to William F, Davis for the sum of $(50.00 Lots









Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE.
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY LOT 3 ON THE
BLOSSOM-GILMAN-WEST STREETS PLAN, NO. GGfi
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That His Honor, Mayor Eugene H. Lemay, be and he is hereby
authorized to convey for and on behalf of the City of Nashua to
Edelmard Desmarais for and in consideration of the sum of $75.00,
Lot No. 3 on the Blossom-Gilman-West Streets Plan of land of City
of Nashua by Fred L. Clai'k, City Engineer, being numbered 666 in
the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds.
This conveyance is to be made upon the following conditions:
(1) That building operations are to be begun on said lot within
six months from the date of the deed conveying the same.
(2) That said deed is to be paid for and received within ten days
from the date of passage of this Resolution,
(3) That no dwelling house is to be erected on these premises
unless it is of the reasonable value of at least $3,500.00 for a single
dwelling, and at least $4,000.00 for a two-tenement dwelling.
If any of said conditions should not be complied with the said
land is to remain or immediately become the property of the City of
Nashua which said City is to hold it free and clear of any claims








Attest: IRENEE D, RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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ORDINANCES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING THE DISTRICT BOUNDARIES AS SHOWN ON
ZONE MAP OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE AND ALSO
SECTION 43 OF SAID ORDINANCE
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the district boundaries as shown on the Zone Map of the
Zoning Ordinance be amended as follows:
That Section 43 of said Zoning Ordinance be amended by striking
out Section C and substituting therefor the following:
(c) The Board shall fix a reasonable time for the hearing of an
appeal taken within the time specified by its rules and before any
hearing is given either on an appeal or on an application for a vari-
ance, modification, interpretation of, or exception to the Zoning Ordi-
nance, notice shall be given to all abutting owners, or his or her rep-
resentative in interest if of record in the office of the Board of As-
sessors, either in hand or by notice by mail sent registered mail and
also notice shall be given by publication in a newspaper published in
the City of Nashua. Said notices are to be sent or delivered in hand
and published at least seventy-two (72) hours before the date and
time of meeting. If the notices are sent by mail they shall be mailed
to the last known address of the abutting owners or his or her rep-
resentative in interest, if of record as aforesaid.
A fee of $2 to cover costs of notice shall be paid to the Adminis-
trative officer before the notices can be sent and placed in the paper
and action taken on any appeal or application for variance, modifica-
tion, interpretation, or exception by the Board of Adjustment.
BE IT FURTHER ORDAINED, that the City Engineer be and
he is hereby authorized and directed to change the Zone Maps of the
said Zoning Ordinance to conform to the amendments herein con-
tained.
All ordinances or parts of ordinances inconsistent with this ordi-
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Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
AN ORDINANCE
ABOLISHING THE HOLMAN STADIUM COMMISSION
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
That the Holman Stadium Commission created by an Ordinance
passed May 25, 1937, be and is hereby abolished.
Be it further ordained that its duties and powers are to be exer-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 16 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES
ENTITLED "PUBLIC COMFORT STATION"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldennen of the City of
Nashua
:
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That Chapter IG of the City Ordinances entitled "Public Com-
fort Station" be and is hereby amended as follows
:
By striking out sections 1 and 2 of said ordinance and substitut-
ing therefor the following:
Section 1 : City Clerk
The Public Comfort Station under the City Hall Building in re-
lation to the care and custody of the same is hereby placed under the
control of the City Clerk.
Section 2:
The City Clerk has authority to employ attendants necessary to
the proper maintenance of the said Public Comfort Station. He is
empowered to fix the amounts to be paid as wages to the said at-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
AN ORDINANCE
REGULATING THE KEEPING AND HOUSING OF ANIMALS




That from and after the passage of this ordinance it shall be un-
lawful for any person, firm or corporation whether as owner, bailee,
keeper or custodian to keep and house any animal in any structure
built, or located within forty-five (45) feet of any building occupied
by human beings in the City of Nashua except upon special per-
mission from the Health Officer of the Board of Health of the City of
Nashua. The location, construction, erection, and sanitary condi-
tion of all such structures shall be made satisfactory to said Health
Officer. Plans approved by said Board of Health shall be filed with
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said Board before any such building shall hereafter be constructed,
altered, extended or moved.
Section 2
:
Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions
of this ordinance shall for each violation upon conviction be fined not
more than Ten ($10.00) Dollars and the costs of prosecution for each
offense. Each day that a violation is permitted to exist shall con-








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION 9a OF CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY ORDI-
NANCES ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
That Section 9a of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances entitled
"Use of Vehicles in Streets" be and is hereby amended as follows:










Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION 9, CHAPTER 31, OF THE CITY ORDI-
NANCES ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
That Section 9 of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances entitled
"Use of Vehicles in Streets" be and is hereby amended by adding to
said Section 9 the following:








Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE,
City Clerk.
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Annual Report of the Chief of Police
To the Board of Police CoDimififiioyiers of the City of Neif^hiin:
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit the Annual Report of the Chief of Police for the
year ending December 31, 1940.
The total number of arrests for the year was 1,279; of these,




CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON
Assault 37
Assault, aggravated 4




Breaking, entering and larceny 3
Breaking, entering and intent larceny 1
Defacing buildings 2
Larceny 2G
Larceny from the person 1
Larceny by check 1
Obtaining money by false pretenses 3
Receiving stolen goods 1




Burglar tools, possession of 1
Contributing to delinquency of a minor 2
Cruelty to animals 1
Defacing property 1
Disorderly conduct 5





Evading taxi fare 1
Forgery 3
Fornication 4
Gambling appliances, maintaining 1










Sounding false fire alarm 2
Suspicious person 17
Threat to do bodily harm 2
Trespassing on railroad property 11
Violation of city traffic ordinances 74
Violation of city ordinance, soliciting trans-
portation 18
Violation of health laws 10
Violation of liquor law 9
Violation of milk control law 4
Violation of motor vehicle laws 296
Violation of weights and measures law 3




Case continued for sentence 1
Committed to County House of Correction .... 87
Committed to County Jail 1
Committed to State Hospital 8
Complaint dismissed 6
Discharged 18
Furnish bonds to keep the peace 1
Held for Superior Court 30
No] prossed 21
1,279
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Obsei'vation, released 2
Paid costs 1 12
Paid fine and costs 293
Paid fine, no costs 47
Placed on file 52
Safe keeping-, released 264
Sentence suspended 273
Surrendered to other departments 27
Suspicious persons, released 17
1,279
JUVENILE DEPARTMENT




Breaking, entering and larceny 2
Failure to salute the U. S. flag 5
Larceny 6
Incorrigible 2
Unlawful use of auto 1
Violation of motor vehicle laws 3
19
STOLEN AND RECOVERED PROPERTY
Amount of property reported stolen $18,250.71
Amount of property recovered and returned 14,007.33
Amount of property recovered but not reported stolen .... 1,615.99
Amount of property recovered for other departments .... 1,900.00
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE
Total number of duty calls on the Police Box System 104,466
Total number of telephone calls on the Police Box System . 4,829
Total number of complaints received and investigated .... 2,636
Total number of bicycles registered 2,422
Total nuiYiber of lodgers 1,119
Total number of patrol wagon calls 192
Buildings found open and secured 990
Broken water pipes reported 3
Bank alarms answered 1
Burglar alarms answered 19
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Defective streets reported 44
Defective sidewalks reported 8
Disturbances suppressed 214
Electric lights reported out 921
Fire alarms sounded by officers 6
Fires put out by officers 5
Fires, police service at 59
Intoxicated persons sent home 135
Lost children taken home 49
Wires reported down 7
Trees reported down 1
Cats killed by officers 24
Dogs killed by officers 17
ACCIDENT REPORT









Wood sawing machine 1
Airplane accidents, persons injured 4
Automobile accidents, persons injured 106
Glider accident, persons injured 1




Sudden deaths investigated 12
Suicides 2
Suicides, attempt 4
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Police Co)}imission
Appointed by Governor and Council
Henry A. Lajjasse, Purchasing Agent
Term expires September 1, 1941
Joseph E. Modglin, Chairman Term expires September 1, 1942
Burtt E. Warren, Clerk Term expires September 1, 1943
Salaries $100.00 per annum—Clerk, $150.00 per annum.
Officers
Appointed by the Commission
Chief Ralph A. Stearns
Acting Deputy Chief Charles F. Desmarais
Captain Arthur H. Higgins
Lieutenant Fabian Mayo
Acting Inspector John A. Webster
Hergcaiits






























Henry Dufour, Cecil Tibbetts, Edward Hartwell, William Spratt,










Acting Sergeant Leo Letendre
Irenee Roy, Raymond Cross, Walter Conlon








Maintenance of Autos 4,236.19
Office Supplies and Printing- 419.22
Station Repairs and Upkeep 79.17
Telephone Service 459.48
Police Box System 1,685.79
Teletypewriter Service 999.00
Traffic Lights 490.98
Equipment, Radio, etc 1,576.97
Total Cash Expenditures $80,639.38
Unexpended Balance $360.62
Cash Received for Junk Licenses (less cost of






Repairs, Insurance, etc 541.34
Medical Supplies and Equipment 848.70
Total Cash Expenditures $7,901.79
Unexpended Balance $98.21
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Annual Report of Fire Commissioners
To the Honorable Maijor (Did Hoard of Aldermen:
Gentlemen :
We respectfully submit to you the Report of the Fire Depart-
ment for the year endinj>' December 31st, 1940.
The Board of Fire Commissioners, consisting of W. A. Malloy,
E. I. Dubois and W. E. Grant, met on January 1st, 1940 and organized
by electing W. A. Malloy, Chairman; E. I. Dubois, Purchasing Agent;
W. E. Grant, Clerk.
Fire Prevention Week, October 13th to 20th, was observed in a
fitting manner.
INSPECTIONS BY THE DEPARTMENT
The Officers of the respective Districts continued their inspections
of buildings and surroundings to guard against the accumulation of
rubbish and inflammable materials which might be the cause of fires.
The Merchants and Property Owners have co-operated with the De-
partment whole-heartedly and we wish to thank them for their sup-
poi't.
These inspections allow the Officers of their respective districts to
familiarize themselves as to the nature of the contents and the con-
struction of the different buildings.
FIRE ALARM BOX INSPECTIONS
All Fire Alarm Boxes in the City are inspected once a month
and a written report is sent to the Board of Fire Commissioners
signed by the Deputy-Chief making the inspection.
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH SYSTEM
The Fii'e Alarm System is in good working condition as a modern
up-to-date switchboard was installed during the year in Fire Alarm
Headquarters, which is a fire-proof vault. There is still chance for
greater improvement by replacing the old boxes on the streets, some
of which have been in service since 1886. Some of the more modern
boxes were brought into the most hazardous Districts to protect them
until they could be replaced by other of the latest type boxes. This
will have to be done sooner or later as the old boxes have become
worn out through age and use and cannot be depended upon to
transmit the calls correctly.
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In conclusion we wish to thank His Honor the Mayor, the Mem-
bers of the Board of Aldermen, the Board of Public Woi"ks, the Board
of Police Commissioners, and the Members of the Police Department,
the Employees of the Telephone Company and the Public Service
Company, the Captain of the Salvation Army and his band of loyal
workers, for their co-operation and interest in our department.
The Officers and Members of the Fire Department have our com-
mendation and sincere thanks for the efficient and faithful manner

















Total loss for year $150,379.72
Loss over insurance 2,813.95
Loss per capita 4.57
ALARMS FOR 1940
American Legion mobilization call 1
Boy Scout call 1
Rescue of persons 2
General alarms 3
Brush fire calls 4
Out of City calls 5
False alarms 7
No school calls 13
Rescue of animals 17
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Bell alarms 64
Still alarms 446
Total calls for 1940 563
CITY OF NASHUA FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE COMMISSION
One Commissioner elected at each Municipal Election for a six-year
term.
E. I. Dubois, Purchasing Agent Term expires December 31, 1941
W. E. Grant, Clerk Term expires December 31, 1943
W. A. Molloy, Chairman Term expires December 31, 1945
Salaries $100.00 per annum—Clerk $125.00 per annum
CENTRAL STATION
Chief $3,000 (Died October 17, 1940) W. E. Whitney
Deputy-Chief 2,400 A. J. Molloy
Deputy-Chief Junior 2,400 D. E. Cantara
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 4
Permanent Captain, C, H. Tafe
Permanent Men: Lt. L. R. Pike, Lt. L. P. Betters, B. C. Barr,
E. L. Richard
Call Men: W. P. Kupchun, A. Winterbottom, R. L. Levesque,
R. J. Scully
HOSE COMPANY NO. 4
Permanent Captain, H. Dubois
Chief's Secretary, Lieutenant J. A. Brahaney
Permanent Men: J. R. Phippard, R. M. Downey, R. F. Girouard,
W. J. Ricard, N. F. Boucher, R. C. Arnold
AERIAL LADDER NO. 1
Permanent Captain, R. E. Hallisey
Superintendent of Fire Alarm, R. A. Aldrich, Captain
Lieutenant, P. E. Betters
Permanent Man: H. E. Cutter
Call Men: R. Levesque, R. H. Ross, G. Lesage, J, H. McCann
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AMHERST STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 1
Call Captain, W. D. George
Permanent Men: Lt, J. G. CoflFey, J. W. Degnan, H. A. Walton,
C. L. York, A. J. Laplante, C. A. Sylvester, M. J. Axton
Call Men: A. W. Chasse, F. Dube, F. R. Trombly
LADDER COMPANY NO. 1
Permanent Captain, J. W. Jones
Permanent Man, M. E. Stevens
Call Men: F. Onoroski, S. C. Vigneault, H. M. Nye, F. L, Haskell,
M. J. Caron
LAKE STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 2
Permanent Captain, G. S. Lewis
Lieutenant, F. Mansur
Permanent Men: J. H. Varney, L. Soucy, G. H. Carrick, E. R.
Courtemarche, F. T. Holland, H. A. Howe, A. C. Taggart
Call Men: Lt. H. V. Flanders, R. E. Ivon, R. A. Jambard, E. G. Giles,
B. S. Noel, H. Raymond, A. Tanguay
ARLINGTON STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 3
Pemianent Captain, R. H. Duplisse
Lieutenant, E. J. O'Leary
Permanent Men: P. A. Lintott, H. L. Duprey, J. R. Phippard, P. V.
Jauron, P. J. Flanagan, L. E. Carle, A. J. Fournier
Call Men: Lt. P. J. O'Brien, J. W. Molloy, P. F. Coffey, R. S, Page,
O. LaRoche, D. J. Hurley
SALARIES
Permanent Captains $1,900 Call Captains $140.00
Permanent Lieutenants 1,850 Call Lieutenants 135.00
Permanent Privates 1,800 Call Privates 125.00
Permanent Privates, 1st year 1,740




Maintenance of apparatus 3,863.68
Apparatus supplies 2,774.50




Express and freight 8.93










Budget appropriation for 1940 $111,500.00
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Report of the Board of Public Works
December 31, 1940
To His Honor Mayor Lemaij, and Meinbcrs of the Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen :
The report of the Board of Public Works for the year 1940 is here-
by submitted.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT
4,146. sq. yds. of asphalt pavement were constructed on Ledge
St. from Second St. westerly. Primary work on this project was
done with W.P.A. workers and the finish work was done with City
workers.
SIDEWALKS
9,636. sq. yds. of cement concrete sidewalks were constructed as
a W.P.A. project. This is equal to 3.28 miles of walk, five feet wide.
SEWER CONSTRUCTION
9,249.9 linear feet of sewer were constructed as W.P.A. projects.
This is equal to 1.75 miles of sewerage.
In addition to the above we have constructed seventy-three man-
holes and forty-three catch basins. Eighty-six houses and buildings
were connected to our sewerage system.
CITY BARN
We have during 1940 disposed of our horses. We have rebuilt
our barn into a garage capable of storing twelve cars or trucks.
Doors were installed on the south side of the building and approaches
were built with cement concrete. A new entrance to the yard was
built at the corner of Dearborn St. and Tyler St.
CLASS V ROADS
We have done considerable work on our Class V roads during the
year. We were allotted over sixteen thousand dollars by the State
for this work. We have used some W.P.A. workers on this project
and have benefited accordingly.
MAINTENANCE
Our maintenance of streets and sewers, collections of rubbish and
paper, snow removal and sanding and miscellaneous other work have
been carried out as well as possible.
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NEW EQUIPMENT
Dui'ing the year we have purchased much needed equipment, a
list of which follows:
Two five-ton trucks
Power grader and Scarifier
Air compressor
Snow loader
Winch and crane which we mounted on our Mack truck
We have also purchased considerable rock drilling equipment
for use on the South End sewer project.
W. p. A. PROJECTS
We have as in the past sponsored most W.P.A. projects in the
City during the year. Cost to the City varies according to the num-
ber of workers employed, which in turn is dependent on the number
of unemployed.
We have operated a street project. Streets were graded and
gravelled and made ready for tarring. Streets torn up for sewer
work were rebuilt in the same way.
The sidewalk project was carried out with a large crew. Walks
were put in at a cost of only seventy-five cents per sq. yd. to the
abutters. We have received many more applications than we were
able to construct.
The largest portion of the W.P.A. workers were employed on
sewer work. Work on the South End sewer system started during
the administration of Mayor MacMaster was carried on. In addi-





Collections of old bills 5,140.91
Collections on 1941 bills 25,673.91
Balance of Bond Issue from 1939 26,603.46
$232,418.28
Distribution of Expenditures:
Administration of Zoning and Plumbing Ordinances by
the City Engineer $3,000.00
Renovation of barn and yard 2,351.36
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New equipment 24,918.00
Stock on hand 1,651.69
Street cleaning 12,642.43
Snow removal and sanding 22,308.66
Street maintenance 14,061.69
Street tarring 9,696.44
Class V roads 6,918.43
Care of trees 1,568.14
Culverts 94,27
Street improvements 7,865.17
Permanent street improvements 4,535.49
Sewer maintenance 3,993.48
Catch basin maintenance 2,714.34
Rubbish and paper collections 23,416.80
Care of dumps 3,077.95
Recoverable expenditures 7,226.41
Traffic signs and lines in street ' 1,069.72
General maintenance 988.40
Care of voting booths 249.66
Wood delivery for relief 2,661.12
City Hall flagpole 167.01
Edgewood Cemetery 1,464.39
City's cost of W.P.A. projects 64,387.24
$223,046.29
Balance of Bond Issue unexpended 9,371.99
$232,418.28
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Report of the Zoning Board of Adjustment
Nashua, New Hampshire, February 4, 1941
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Board of Aldermen, City of Nashua,
New Hampshire :
Following is a detailed report of the activities on the part of the
Zoning Board of Adjustment for the year 1940.
Frequent meetings were held throughout the year, followed by
personal viewings of all property involved in the petitions—and de-
cisions were carefully rendered within the spirit of the Zoning Ordi-
nance and with the added incentive of being of all possible assistance
and help to petitioners.
Occasionally questions of legal status were submitted to the City
Solicitor, who rendered prompt and courteous co-operation to the
Board. Likewise, the Board takes this opportunity to mention the
efficient work performed by the Administrative Officer.
Number of meetings held 19
Number of viewings taken 14
Number of cases for disposal 70
Disposal of cases:
Granted in full 47
Granted with conditions 10





Variation of front yard requirement 13
Variation of side yard requirement 8
Variation of rear yard requirement 9
Variation of front, side, rear yard requirement 1
Variation of front, rear yard requirement ....
Variation of side, rear yard requirement 5
Variation of lot area requirement 5
Variation of use regulations 19
Extension of non-conforming use 3
Resumption of non-conforming use 2
Variation of side yard and lot area 2
Variation of rear yard and lot area 2
Variation of front, side yard 1
70




Publishing notices of meetings $42,70









Nashua, N. H., January 22, 1941




Submitted herewith is the Annual Report of the Administrative
Officer of the Zoning Ordinance for the year ending December 31,
1940.
The number of building permits issued was 358
The number of conforming certificates issued 334
The number of non-conforming certificates 45
The following is a tabulation of permits issued for the various
types of construction; this minus the number not constructed or
started, and many permits issued during the latter part of the year
were not started during 1940, represents the type and amount of new






Alter One Family into Two
Alter One Family into Three
Alter One Family into Four
Alter Two Family into Three
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Alter Two Family into Four
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As shown by the tabulation, the year was a successful one for
new construction; there was an increase of 18% in new single resi-
dences and 33% increase in two family residences over the year 1939.
Many existing buildings were altered into apartments, thereby
creating 56 new housekeeping units, plus the new construction,
amounts to 182 new housekeeping units for the year.
A very substantial gain was made in the business and industrial
construction, some of which are:—Nashua Building Company Block,
Neverett Salesroom and Garage, Polish American Citizens Club, Tow-
ers Motor Parts Building, addition to J. F. McElwain shoeshop, Johns-
Manville plant. First National Supermarket and the remodeling of the
Park Theatre.
The administration of the Zoning Ordinance has required atten-
dance at all meetings, public hearings and viewings, also considerable
clerical and plan work in connection with the issuing of building per-
mits and certificates of occupancy.
The willing assistance of the City Solicitor in matters of interpre-
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Report of the Board of Examination of Plumbers
Nashua, N. H., January 15, 1941




Submitted herewith is the annual report of the Board for the
Examination of Plumbers for the fiscal year ending December 31,
1940.
The membership of the Board was composed of the following:
—
Master Plumber John P. Nash; Journeyman Plumber Eugene L. Car-
rier, both men with many years of practical experience, and Fred L.
Clark, City Engineer.
The Board was organized with Eugene L. Carrier as Chairman
and Fred L. Clark as Secretary and Plumbing Inspector.
In accordance with our regulations, stated meetings were held
each month, and special meetings, at which times written and prac-
tical examinations were conducted to determine the fitness of appli-
cants for plumbing licenses, were held as often as necessary.
During the year 1940 there were licensed by this Board, forty-one
(41) Master or Employing Plumbers and fifty-four (54) Journeyman
Plumbers.
A total of 525 plumbing inspections were made during 1940 which
represents inspections in 314 different buildings. This was in keep-
ing with the increased building program.
There is urgent need of having pamphlets printed containing our
local and State Board of Health requirements governing plumbing,
for distribution to Plumbers, Architects, Building Contractoi's and
Health Officials.
During the past year, the plumbers as a whole, have shown a
desire and willingness to co-operate with us, and there were fewer
violations than in the past, and the affairs of the Board have operated
in a satisfactory manner.
Following is the Boai'd's Financial Statement:
—
Appropriation for 1940 $75.00
Renewal of 89 licenses @ .50 44.50
New licenses issued, 6 @ 1.00 6.00
$125.50
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Expenditures
Printing license books $4.75
License money turned in to City Treasurer 50.50
Unexpended 1940 appropriation 70.25
$125.50
Respectfully submitted,
EUGENE L. CARRIER, Chairman.
JOHN P. NASH,
FRED L. CLARK, Secretary.
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Report of the Superintendent of Parks
To the Park Recreation Com mission:
Gentlemen :
The year 1940 was marked by several important changes. The
old Park Commission functioned until March 1. At that time a new
Commission of five members was appointed to act both as Park and
Recreation Commissions, thus combining the two departments in one.
Also the Holman Stadium Commission having been abolished by the
Board of Aldermen, the administration of that department was added
to the duties of the new Board.
The skating rinks were conducted by the old Recreation Com-
mission as in the past during the months of January and February.
Five rinks were operated at a total cost of $2,742.78.
Five playgrounds were operated for nine weeks. Norman Pelle-
tier was employed as supeiwisor and Natalie Gidge as handicraft in-
structor. A boy and a girl were in charge at each playground. The
season was ended with a track meet at Holman Stadium and a picnic
at Cobbett's Pond for each playground. The total cost was $1,440.68
of which $660.00 was contributed by the National Youth Administra-
tion in bearing a part of the payroll.
The Municipal Swimming pool was operated for the same length
of time with a supervisor, a woman attendant and two life guards.
The season ended with a water carnival in charge of Supervisor John
Coffey.
A fireworks display at the Holman Stadium scheduled for July 4,
but postponed to July 7, was sponsored by the Park-Recreation Com-
mission and returned a net profit of $339.62.
The Holman Stadium was operated at a total expense of $2,612.93.
In addition to this the National Youth Administration contributed
1200 hours labor valued at 360.00. Receipts of $1,398.81 reduced the
net cost to $1,214.12. The establishment of a minimum rental fee of
$15.00 eliminated the unprofitable games. Considerable landscape
planting was done at the Stadium and the Amherst Street School.
With the assistance of the W.P.A. a fence was erected along Sargent's
Avenue from Amherst Street to the Stadium entrance.
The Works Progress Administration completed the tree repairs
and stump removal necessitated by the hurricane of 1938. By util-
izing funds provided by the Mary P. Harris bequest they also com-
pleted the grading and seeding of about five acres of lawn east of Con-
cord Street. They built a 30' x 40' two story storage shed, making use
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of hurricane lumber, so that we have a $2,000.00 building at a cash
outlay of about $400.00 for paint, hardw^are, roofing and cement. This
was much needed as our other buildings w^ere overcrowded even be-
fore we took over the equipment of the Recreation Commission. They
also made alterations to the shop building, built retaining walls and
fences and planted many trees and shrubs.
The Harris bequest improvements are now practically complete as
the money has all been used except $23.20 which will be needed to
do some reseeding in the Spring of 1941. Much more has been ac-
complished with this fund than would have been possible if a W.P.A.
project had not provided most of the labor so that more money was
available for materials and truck hire. This development has more
than doubled the lawn area to be maintained at Greeley park. Both
sides of the street are now equally attractive and attention is directed
to the Ira F. Harris memorial in the burial ground of the early settlers.
Our general park maintenance was somewhat neglected due to
several unavoidable factors. A backward Spring and the necessity
of making extensive repairs to the playground equipment which was
dumped onto us just before the opening of the season, as well as the
added burden of operating the Stadium, swimming pool and play-
grounds and the care of the new City Hall grounds and the hedges at
the Public Library. Also the oversight and assistance required by
the W.P.A. project. However, on the whole I feel that we made a
very creditable showing.
Respectifully submitted,





Stadium bond issue 557.84
Harris fund 1,395.97
Harris fund truck rental 622.65
Interest, trust fund 203.03
Hay, lumber, etc 417.48
$20,595.78









Parks Stadium Bathing Playg'ds. Skating Totals
$9,392.55 $1,527.95 $765.42 $547.80 $2,281.66 $14,515.38
342.70 137.97 53.62 50.30 76.53
152.50 40.00














Totals $11,989.37 $2,612.93 $991.71 $780.68 $2,742.78 $19,117.47
Harris fund 1,395.97










Materials and miscellaneous $773.32
Truck hire 622.65
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1940 23.20
$1,419.17
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Report of Woodlawn Cemetery Trustees
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen :
The Board of Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery respectfully sub-
mit the following as their Annual Report for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1940.
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
The grounds and buildings are in fairly good condition. Our best
efforts have been put forth to keep them in as good condition as our
limited appropriation and Income from Invested Funds will permit.
Cash received from Greenhouse Sales $819.48
Plants and flowers for perpetual care of lots (valued) 1,030.00
Plants and flowers for beautifying grounds (valued) 750.00
The financial condition of the Cemetery including the Perpetual
Care Funds is as follows:
. RECEIPTS
Appropriation from City of Nashua $1,500.00
Sales of Lots and Graves 3,004.00
Income from Invested Funds 4,368.53
Care of Lots and Graves, Sales of Flowers, etc 3,429.53
Refunds 17.32
Transferred from Walks and Drives Fund 86.68
$12,406.06




Flowers, bulbs and seeds 46.53
Loam and Fertilizer 225.46
Light, Power and Fuel 607.68
Water 126.57
Tools and Repairs 1,299.05
Supplies 305.92
Insurance 229.42
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Printing and Stationery 25.75
New Plan of Cemetery 100.00
Rent and Recording 175.00





Overdraft from 1939 1,060.37
$14,143.50
PERPETUAL CARE FUND
Perpetual Care Funds received during the year $7,380.13
Investments matured 2,000.00
$9,380.13
Deposited in Savings Banks (Present yield 1V2%) $9,380.13
INVESTMENTS
Total Investments, January 1, 1940 $145,654.84
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Report of Edgewood Cemetery Trustees
To the Ho7iorablc Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
The Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery present their 47th annual re-
port, for the calendar year 1940, as follows:
Financial condition of the Cemetery on December 81, 1940:
TRUST FUNDS FOR PERPETUAL CARE OF LOTS
Amount at last annual report $90,029.85
Received durinj^: the year (22 bonds) 3,145.00
$93,174.85
Which is invested as follows:
$6,000. City of Nashua, 41/28, 1942, (cost) $6,000.00
$2,000. City of Nashua, 41/28, 1942-3 @ 101 V^ (cost) 2,030.00
$3,000. City of Nashua Bridge 41/28, 1945, @ 106.6675367
(cost) 3,200.03
$ 500. Town of Deri'y, N. H., 41/2S, 1944, @ 104.268842
(cost) 521.34
$1,500. Town of Derry, N. H., 41/2S, 1945, @ 104.588391
(cost) 1,568.83
$1,500. Town of Derry, N. H., 41/2S, 1946, @ 104.895524
(cost) 1,573.43
$1,500. Town of Derry, N. H., 4i/os, 1947, @ 105.190744
(cost) 1,577.86
$7,500. U. S. Treasury 3V4s, 1944-46, @ 100 8/32 (cost).. 7,518.75
$10,000. U. S. Treasury 2%s, 1954, @ 99 29/32 (cost) 9,990.63
$10,000. U. S. Treasury 2%s, 1959, @ 99 18/32 (cost) .... 9,962.50
$2,000. Tilton-Northfield School Dist. 2V4S, 1956, @ 981/2
(cost) 1,970.00
$4,000. Tilton-Northfield School Dist. 2%s, 1957, @ 98i/2
(cost) 3,940.00
$4,000. Tilton Northfield School Dist. 2i4s, 1958, @ 981/2
(cost) 3,940.00
3 shares Pennichuck Water Works @ 166 (cost) 498.00
Nashua Building and Loan Association, paid-up stock . . 4,000.00
Nashua Trust Company, account No. 11500 21,383.39
Nashua Trust Company, account No. 45157 1,000.00
Second National Bank, account No. 23478 12,303.42
$92,978.18
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Due from General Fund 196.67
$93,174.85
PERMANENT FUND FOR CARE OF WALKS AND DRIVES
Amount at last annual report $11,680.43
There have been no transactions on this account.
Which is invested as follows:
$1,000. City of Nashua 41/28, 1942, @ cost $1,000.00
$2,000. City of Nashua 41/28, Bridge, 1945, @ 106.6675367
(cost) 2,133.35
$5,000. City of Keenc, Union School Dist. 21/2S, 1947 @ par
(cost) 5,000.00
$8,133.35
Indian Head National Bank, account No. 28291 3,622.00
$11,755.35
Due from General Fund 49.00
$11,804.35
Less due to General Fund $96.78
Less due to General Fund 27.14
123.92
$11,680.43
Your trustees have received during the year:
Burial fees, care of lots, etc $2,081.89
Payment for 13 lots 1,111.00
Income from invested funds 2,968.44
Incidentals 0.00
City appropriation for 1940 2,100.00
TOTAL REVENUE $8,261.33
For perpetual care (22 bonds) 3,145.00
Sceva Speare, for Edgewood Avenue fence (gift) 1,070.00
Anonymous, on a/c Rose Park Improvement (gift) 1,000.00
$13,476.33
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Balance from 1939 2,933.73
TOTAL RECEIPTS $16,410.06
Balance to 1941, overdraft 1,168.08
$17,578.14
We have expended as follows:
Payroll, labor, teams $6,142.33
Tools, supplies, repairs 748.19
Truck supplies and repairs 200.71
Seeds, plants, bulbs, etc 267.76
Water 152.40
Loam and fertilizer 259.65




Office expense, supplies, rent, safe deposit 147.25
Edgewood Avenue fence 1,070.00
On a/c Rose Park improvement 967.65
TOTAL EXPENSES $10,433.14
Deposited in Second National Bank, account No. 23478 . . 2,129.00
Deposited in Nashua Trust Company, account No. 11500 1,016.00
Nashua Building and Loan Association, investment stock 4,000.00
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $17,578.14
For the Trustees, respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH L. CLOUGH,
Secretary.
Nashua, N. H., January 1941.
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Report of the City Solicitor
March 24, 1941
To His Hovor, the Mayor, and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen :
I submit the following report for the year ending December 31,
1940.
Many of the Department Heads were advised by your Solicitor.
Numerous opinions were rendered to the Board of Aldermen.
Prosecutions in the Municipal Court were handled by me during
the year.
After many months of negotiations all technicalities surrounding
the sale of the old city hall site were resolved and the final papers
drafted and the sale consummated.
The case of ex-chief Irving F. Goodwin against the City for his
salary while under suspension was tried and resulted in a non-suit
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Report of the City Physician
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the. Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen :
Following is the report of the services rendered by the City
Physician during the year 1940:
Office consultations, approximately 2,200
House visits, approximately 1,200
Major surgical operations 19
Minor surgical procedures 38
Obstetrical cases 18
Tonsilectomies 29
Commitments to State Hospital for the Insane 4
Examinations for police force 5
Examinations for pensions 7
Number of patients hospitalized 139
Total number of hospital days 1,715
Hospital visits, approximately 1,500
Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD T. MULVANITY, M.D.,
City Physician.
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Report of the Airport Commission




The past year has been an unusually active one in aeronautics at
the Municipal Airport; Nashua having participated to a large de-
gree in the National Defense Program; the facilities of the field and
hangar have been used almost exclusively in connection with the Civil
Aeronautic Authority's Pilot training programs. Both the primary
and secondary courses have been conducted under the supervision of
Manager Hartman and Lieut. A. A. Goldsmith; the various stages
of the programs have been completed on scheduled time and the per-
centage of students that have successfully passed the required ground
school and flight training requirements of the Civil Aeronautics Au-
thority has been unusually high. This reflects great credit upon the
instructors and the facilities which were made available to them.
These programs and the equipment used in connection with them are
closely supervised by Government officials who have had the close co-
operation of the instructors, Saint Anslems' College officials and the
airport commission.
There were thirty primary students instructed and twenty-eight
graduated during the summer course; this represents 2,088 hours of
ground school instruction and 1,020 hours of flying time. In the fall
course, which is soon to be completed, there were, fourteen students
who took 1,008 hours of ground school and flew approximately 250
hours during 1940. The number of secondary training students is
ten, and to date three have completed the course; five have completed
"C" stage and two "D" stage. This represents 1,260 hours of ground
school and 306 hours of flying.
These students and graduates are of the highest type physically
and mentally and are available for further training and service by
the Government. Already several of these graduates have been ac-
cepted and called for service as Cadets in the Army Air Corps. Be-
sides these training courses there were 500 hours of private flying
instruction given. A total of fifty-four students have taken training
under the Civilian Pilot Training Program. Because of enforcement
of safety rules there have been no serious accidents.
Leases have been drawn between the Commission and the Gov-
ernment, by the terms of which, the offices, dormitories and workshop
can be used by the National Youth Administration. This property
which is a part of the Airport could well be utilized for any one of
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many programs conducted by the Government. Because of the City's
partial sponsorship of the N. Y. A. program, trucks and cars and
the labor for repairing and servicing same are available to various
City Departments.
With the funds available only minor maintenance, sufficient to
keep the field and hangar in safe and usable condition, has been pos-
sible. The hangar has been crowded to capacity, approximately
twelve planes have been hangared during the year. We regret that
lack of sufficient space forced the two Glider Clubs to seek new loca-
tions; and also as a safety measure the Nashua Cloud Chasers, build-
ers of model planes, had to find a new location for their flying meets.
With the Federal Government taking over so many of the estab-
lished airports throughout the country for defense purposes, there
seems to be a tendency to crowd out private and commercial flying,
and we believe it will make more necessary Municipal Airports such as
ours; there is need for more hangar space and further development
of the field.
Following is the financial report:






EXPENDITURES OF AIRPORT COMMISSION FOR 1940
Service of Airport Manager $700.00
Maintenance to hangar, field and equipment . 188.39
Airport registration 10.00
Gasoline 1,723.53







ALVIN A. LUCIER, Chnirman,
JAMES R. MILLIKEN,
FRED L. CLARK, Clerk.
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Report of Librarian
To the TrK^tees of the Nashna Pablic Library:
The report of the Librarian for the year 1940 is herewith sub-
mitted.
The thoughtfulness, generosity and interest expressed by friends
of the library with the many gifts of books, magazines, newspapers,
pictures, flowers, plants, etc., during the year has been much appre-
ciated. It is a pleasure to extend thanks to all those who have helped
increase the library's usefulness as well as its attractiveness. Two
hundred and forty-five gifts of books and pamphlets have been re-
ceived.
Library service has been given to 10,000 registered borrowers
and to many others who have used material in the building. While
we cannot compete with the Concord Public Library which has had
the remarkable circulation of 217,396 during the first year in a new
building, one of the most attractive in New England, our record shows
a home circulation of 201,732, a gain in the adult department of 3,844,
but a loss of 1,820 in the Children's Room and 905 at Crown Hill.
This lowers the total gain to 1,119. There was an increase of 1,849
in non-fiction and a loss of 730 in fiction.
Circulation in the Children's Room was 40,172 and at Crown Hill,
16,177. Foreign books given out, 2,770, a gain of 260. Average
daily circulation in all departments, 667, a gain of 5. Per capita cir-
culation 6.1, based on the 1940 city census. Readers in the building-
borrowed 11,586 books and magazines for study and recreation given
out over the desk. This was an increase of 2,064 over 1939.
Total book additions, 2,236. Of these, 1,978 were purchased, 197
gifts were catalogued and 61 added by binding. There were 233 re-
placements and 80 additions to the reference shelves. One thousand
seven hundred and sixty-six were added to the adult department,
470 to the Children's Room and 171 to Crown Hill. Discards amounted
to 1,288 making an increase of 948 volumes for the year or 51,798 in
the library, December 31.
Magazines circulated in all departments amounted to 15,254. The
divisions are rather interesting. The main library gave out 10,765,
children's room, 3,181, and Crown Hill, 1,308. Certainly our patrons
appreciate to the full the generous selections of magazines. Back
numbers are invaluable for reference, also.
Historical novels have been published freely and are popular.
Never has there been a greater demand for mysteries and the supply
of light fiction is never adequate. "When I am tired after a hard
day's work, I want something light," is often heard.
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Books sent to the schools according to grades numbered 999. The
Crown Hill library has also done its part in cooperating with the
schools in that vicinity by providing outside reading. Story hours
were conducted as usual with the total attendance of 20.5 in the chil-
dren's room and 80 at Crown Hill. Instruction in the use of the li-
brary which is an annual feature to sixth grade pupils was given to
291. Several hundred books have been sent to the high school li-
brary for supplementary work, and to individual teachers as re-
quested. The Mary E. Hunt Home and the Home for Aged Women
have had a share of pleasure and recreation in the regular loan of
library books.
It is hoped the library will be better equipped to spread book
news in the future with the aid of a duplicator in the making of
lists on various subjects for distribution. No printed catalog or li-
brary bulletin, for which many inquiries have been made, has long
been a handicap.
The monthly exhibitions have been confined largely to local and
New Hampshire artists.
A city directory service was established in October through the
cooperation of the H. A. Manning Co., of Springfield, Mass., publish-
ers of the Nashua directory as well as many others. It is expected
there will be around a hundred available for reference covering north-
eastern United States and many larger cities in distant sections.
These volumes will be more accessible than formerly and should meet
a real need. The only cost to the Library is express on volumes re-
ceived.
It is a pleasure, always, to plan for an exhibit of new books in
observance of Book Week in November of each year, as our patrons
look forward to the privilege of browsing. During the five days
when books were on display in all departments, 1,200 visitors were
counted. Five hundred and eighty-nine reserves were taken on adult
titles, 342 of these were free, and yet some people say that they can
never find anything in this library. Mrs. C. H. Babitt gave an in-
teresting talk to a large group of children during the week on "In-
dians of the Southwest" and showed many articles of Indian craft.
Three extra helpers have been furnished by the National Youth
Administration in the Children's Room, each working for a limited
number of weeks, also one in the adult department under the WPA
until the latter part of the year when the project closed.
Your librarian attended the annual conference of the American
Library Association which was held in Cincinnati the last of May.
The very wet weather dampened the enthusiasm of some 2,000 dele-
gates. New Hampshire was well represented with nine other li-
brarians and one trustee. In 1941, Boston will have the honor of
entertaining this Association.
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The annual meeting of the New Hampshire Library Association
was held at the Keene Normal School in September. Every member
of the staff attended one full day and evening, others the entire pro-
gram, which was a hundred per cent record, and one that is seldom
obtained. Elizabeth Spring has been appointed State publicity chair-
man of the Association; Ida Putnam, chairman of the membership
committee in this district; and Marion Manning, chairman of thi'
membership division of library work with children.
American librarians are alive to their responsibilities in the Na-
tional Defense Program. I quote in part from a statement adopted
by the American Library Association Council at a meeting held in
December. "The American Library Association believes it is a privi-
lege and duty of every library and library agency to make its books
and services contribute in all possible ways to the preservation and
improvement of the democratic way of life. Each one should make
its services indispensable to its own community and to the country;
and each member of every library board and staff must share the re-
sponsibility. A generous provision of books and services in all as-
pects of current problems and their historical antecedents is a ma-
jor obligation of the library in times like these."
In the Nashua Library, requests for books on the different me-
chanical trades, shop work and all types of useful arts have in-
creased rapidly, as well as titles on democracy, the European situa-
tion, military tactics and all phases of national defense. This de-
mand must be met even if other classifications are necessarily limited
because of insufficient funds.
The librarian expresses her appreciation to the Telegraph Pub-
lishing Co., the Chief of Police and Officers, to Edward R. Hartwell,
to the members of the Library staff and Board of Trustees for their
excellent cooperation during the year.
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS
1939 1940
Total number of volumes circulated 200,613 201,732
Gain in circulation 1 ,119
Circulation per capita 6.3 6.1
Foreign circulation 2,510 2,770
Volumes purchased 1,874 1,978
Total additions 2,066 2,236
Less discards 1,288
Increase in volumes to the Library 948
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Report of the Board of Health
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1940.
To His Hovior, the Mayor, and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen :
The Board of Health respectfully submits the itemized reports
of the various departments for the year 1940.
Respectfully submitted,
OSWALD S. MAYNARD, M.D., Chairman,
STANLEY C. LEWKOWICZ, M.D.,
JOHN DIMTSIOS.
BOARD OF HEALTH
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for a Two-Year Term
Oswald S. Maynard, M.D., Chairman
Salary, $800.00 per annum
Stanley C. Lewkowicz, M.D. John Dimtsios
Salary, $100.00 per annum
School Physician Valmore E. Bolduc, M.D.
Salary, $900.00 per annum
Clerk Beatrice Cadorette
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
Health Nurse Lillian Morin, R. N.
Salary, $1,400.00 per annum
School Nurses Olivette Vanasse, R. N.
*Mary Moriarty, R, N.
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
Health Officer and Milk Analyst Leon A. Sylvestre, M.D.
Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
Farm Inspectoi- Regis Theriault
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Dump and Meat Inspector Henry Labine
Salary, $1,080.00 per annum
School Nurses
* Resigned July 15, 1940.















Health and School Nurses 3,250.00






Laboratory supplies and equipment 219.88
Office, inspectors' and nurses' supplies 694.07




Dental Clinic and supplies 110.91
Quarantine 39.34
Tonsilar treatment 95.00
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PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS' HEALTH REPORT
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1940
To the Nash 1(11 Board of Health, Nashua, New Hampshire
:
Gentlemen :
I respectfully submit the following report, as School Physician,
for the Parochial Schools, from January 1, 1940, to January 1, 1941:
Personnel
:
Valmore E. Bolduc, M.D., School Physician
Lucien G. Bouchard, D.M.D., School Dentist
Olivette Vanasse, R. N.
Mary Moriarty, R. N.
(Resigned July 15, 1940)
Registered 2,914 pupils
St. Aloysius School 772
Sacred Heart College 300
St. Francis Xavier School 565
Sacred Heart School 508
Infant Jesus School 448
St. Joseph's Orphanage 205
St. Aloysius High School 116
Number of classrooms examined by school physician . . 27




Defective hearing 18 18
Defective vision 135 135
Nervous condition 3 3 3
Cardiac 12 12
Orthopedic 5 5
Defective breathing 1 1
Defective teeth 1,772 1,772 147
Diseased tonsils 370 370
Anaemic 1 1
Defective speech 11 11
Dental clinics held
Pupils treated at dental clinic
Toxoid clinics held
Pupils treated at toxoid clinic
Pupils given patch test
Pupils examined at T. B. clinic
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Vaccinated S
Re-adniittance slips issued to school children since Sep-
tember 2,161
NiDJiber of Contagions Diseases

















VALMORE E. BOLDUC, M.D.,
School Physician.
REPORT OF THE HEALTH NURSE
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1940
To the Nashua Board of Healih, Nashua, New Haiiij)shire
:
Gentlemen :












Suspicious Scarlet Fever 4




Vaccinated against small pox 252
Immunized against diphtheria:
At Board of Health Clinics 208
Typhoid vaccine, injections given 3
Tetanus vaccine, injections given 18
Ivyol treatments 54
Streptococcus vaccine, injections given . 4
Whooping cough vaccine, injections
given 3
Nose and throat cultures 63
Home calls done for communicable
diseases and contacts for diphtheria
immunization 827
Respectfully submitted,
LILLIAN B. MORIN, R. N.,
Public Health Nurse.
REPORT OF THE HEALTH OFFICER
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1940
To the Board of Health, Nashua, New Hampshire:
Gentlemen :






Bakery and Pastry Vehicles 44
Confectioneries 30














Boarding Homes for Children 54
Municipal Swimming Pool 40
Theatres, Carnivals, Circuses 12
Lodges, Clubs, Public Halls 18
Municipal Dumps 210












Bakery and Pastry Vehicles 2
Tonsorial Parlors 4
Hennery 1
Severed canine heads for diagnosis to State Laboratory of
Hygiene 4
Pneumonia typing for issuance of serum and miscellaneous
emergencies 56
Respectfully,
DR. LEON A. SYLVESTRE,
Health Officer.
REPORT OF THE MILK INSPECTOR
MILK INSPECTION
Samples of milk for chemical analysis 1,421
Number found below grade 7
Samples of raw milk for bacterial analysis 665
Number found above 100,000 per cc 17
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Samples of pasteurized milk for bacterial analysis 629
Number found above 25,000 per cc 37
Samples of Grade A pasteurized for bacterial analysis .... 85
Number found above 25,000 per cc 2
Samples of Grade A raw for bacterial analysis 138
Number found above 25,000 per cc 34
Samples of Grade A Vitamin D pasteurized for bacterial
analysis 131
Number found above 25,000 per cc 1
Samples of Certified pasteurized for bacterial analysis . . 7
Number found above 25,000 per cc
Samples of Certified raw for bacterial analysis 7
Number found above 25,000 per cc
Samples of Grade A Vitamin D pasteurized Certified for
bacterial analysis 9
Number found above 25,000 per cc
Samples for colon bacillus analysis 4,303
Number above 10 colonies per 100 cc 3,312
LICENSES
Number of stores licensed 128
Number of dealers licensed 31
Number of dealers licensed to sell Grade A milk 8
Number of milk plant inspections 1,473
Number of farm inspections 1,382
Number of dealers selling pasteurized milk 23
Number of dealers selling pasteurized and raw milk .... 20
Number of dealers selling raw only 8
Number of health certificates issued to food handlers ... Ill
Respectfully submitted,




REPORT OF THE 31EAT INSPECTOR
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1940
To the Nashua Board of Health, Nashua, New Hampshire:
Gentlemen :
I respectfully submit the following report as Meat Inspector.














I. Infectious and Parasitic Diseases
Totals, 9; Males, 4; Females, 5; Resident, 9; Single, 6; Married, 3;
Nashua, 9; Under 1 year, 2; 5-10 years, 1; 20-30 years, 2; 30-40
years, 1; 40-50 years, 1; 50-60 years, 1; over 80 years, 1.
II. Cancers and Other Tumors
Totals, 38; Males, 20; Females, 18; Resident, 31; Non-resident, 7;
Single, 2; Married, 24; Widowed, 11; Divorced, 1; Nashua, 31;
N. H., 3; Other States, 4; 30-40 years, 5; 40-50 years, 3; 50-60
years, 6; 60-70 years, 10; 70-80 years, 9; over 80 years, 5.
III. Rheumatic Diseases, Nutritional Diseases, Diseases of the
Endocrine Glands and (other) General Diseases
Totals, 12; Males, 7; Females, 5; Resident, 8; Non-resident, 4; Mar-
ried, 7; Widowed, 5; Nashua, 10; Other States, 2; 50-60 years, 1;
60-70 years, 5; 70-80 years, 5; over 80 years, 1.
IV. Diseases of the Blood and Blood-Making Organs
Totals, 1; Females, 1; Resident, 1; Married, 1; Nashua, 1; 40-50
years, 1.
V. Chronic Poisonings and Intoxications
Totals, 2; Males, 2; Resident, 2; Single, 1; Widowed, 1; Nashua, 2;
30-40 years, 1; 50-60 years, 1.
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VI. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the Organs of
Special Sense
Totals, 44; Males, 23; Females, 21; Resident, 41; Non-resident, 3;
Single, 9; Married, 19; Widowed, 15; Divorced, 1; Nashua, 41;
N. H., 1; Other states, 2; Under 1 year, 4; 15-20 years, 1; 20-30
years, 2; 30-40 years, 3; 50-60 years, 4; 60-70 years, 9; 70-80
years, 12; over 80 years, 9.
VII. Diseases of the Circulatory System
Totals, 124; Males, 76; Females, 48; Resident, 109; Non-resident,
15; Single, 22; Married, 54; Widowed, 45; Divorced, 3; Nashua,
109; N. H., 7; Other states, 8; 10-15 years, 2; 20-30 years, 2;
30-40 years, 1; 40-50 years, 9; 50-60 years, 18; 60-70 years, 24;
70-80 years, 40; over 80 years, 28.
VIII. Diseases of the Respiratory System
Totals, 25; Males, 15; Females, 10; Resident, 19; Non-resident, 6;
Single, 10; Married, 6; Widowed, 9; Nashua, 19; N. H., 5; Other
States, 1; 2-3 years, 1; 4-5 years, 2; 5-10 years, 1; 40-50 years,
1; 50-60 years, 1; 60-70 years, 5; 70-80 years, 6; over 80 years,
6; Unknown, 2.
IX. Diseases op the Digestive System
Totals, 21; Males, 9; Females, 12; Resident, 17'; Non-resident, 4;
Single, 4; Married, 13; Widowed, 4; Nashua, 17; N. H., 4; 2-3
years, 1; 20-30 years, 2; 30-40 years, 1; 40-50 years, 1; 50-60
years, 5; 60-70 years, 3; 70-80 years, 5; over 80 years, 1; Un-
known, 2.
X. Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System
Totals, 26; Males, 15; Females, 11; Resident, 24; Non-resident, 2;
Single, 3; Married, 14; Widowed, 9; Nashua, 24; N. H., 1; Other
states, 1; 30-40 years, 1; 40-50 years, 2; 50-60 years, 8; 60-70
years, 5; 70-80 years, 7; over 80 years, 3.
XL Diseases of Pregnancy, Childbirth and the Puerperal State
Totals, 5; Males, 1; Females, 4; Resident, 4; Non-resident, 1; Single,
3; Married, 2; Nashua, 4; Other states, 1; Under 1 years, 3;
20-30 years, 1; 30-40 years, 1.
XIV. Congenital Malformation
Totals, 5; Males, 2; Females, 3; Resident, 4; Non-resident, 1; Single,
5; Nashua, 4; N. H., 1; Under 1 year, 5.
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XV. Diseases of the Early Infancy
Totals, 15; Males, 10; Females, 5; Resident, 11; Non-resident, 4;
Single, 15; Nashua, 11; N. H., 4; Under 1 year, 15.
XVII. Violent and Accidental Deaths
Totals, 19; Males, 12; Females, 7; Resident, 10; Non-resident, 9;
Single, 7; Married, 7; Widowed, 5; Nashua, 11; N. H., 7; Other
states, 1; Under 1 year, 1; 5-10 years, 2; 10-15 years, 1; 15-20
years, 1; 20-30 years, 1; 30-40 years, 2; 40-50 years, 5; 50-GO
years, 2; 60-70 years, 3; over 80 years, 1.
XVIII. Ill-Defined Causes of Death
Totals, 15; Males, 11; Females, 4; Resident, 14; Non-resident, 1; Mar-
ried, 12; Widowed, 1; Divorced, 2; Nashua, 14; Other states, 1;
30-40 years, 1; 40-50 years, 1; 50-60 years, 1; 60-70 years, 4;
70-80 years, 7; over 80 years, 1.
Totals
Totals, 361; Males, 207; Females, 154; Resident, 304; Non-resident,
57; Single, 87; Married, 162; Widowed, 105; Divorced, 7; Nash-
ua, 307; N. H., 33; Other states, 21; Under 1 year, 30; 2-3 years,
2; 4-5 years, 2; 5-10 years, 4; 10-15 years, 3; 15-20 years, 2;
20-30 years, 10; 30-40 years, 17; 40-50 years, 24; 50-60 years,
48; 60-70 years, 68; 70-80 years, 91; over 80 years, 56; Unknown,
4.
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Report of the Board of Education
Organization for 1941
Alfred C. Lacaillade, President
























86 West Pearl St.
157 Main St.
3 Swart St.













Terms expire December 31, 1945
Board meets regularly the last Friday of each month at 7:45 P.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Instruction—Belanger, Fortin, Leonard, Mercer, Thurber
Houses—Fortin, Bernard, Atherton, DeGasis, Wilcox
Health—Thurber, Atherton, Moran, Belanger, Grigas




Earle T. Tracey 25 Raymond St. City Hall
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Maria P. Morrison 269 Main St. City Hall
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M. Elizabeth St. Onge
SECRETARY









Every school day, 8:30 A.M. to 12:00 M., and 1:30 to 5:00 P.M.
Saturdays during school term, 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 M.
Vacations, 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 M., and 2:00 to 5:00 P.M.
Arthur O. Burque
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
19 Faxon St. City Hall
OFFICE HOURS
Every school day, 8:45 to 9:15 A.M., and 1:45 to 2:15 P.M.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
The detailed report of the Superintendent of Schools may be found
the Annual Report of the Board of Education for the year 1940.
VIII
MISCELLANEOUS























Janitor Country Club School
Optometrist
Dentist











































Janitor Junior High to Palm St.
Janitor Palm St. to Junior High
Janitor Junior High to Senior High
Mt. Pleasant gr. 1 to Amherst St. gr. 1
Arlington St. gr. 1 to Mt. Pleasant gr. 1
Mt. Pleasant gr. 3 to Arlington St. gr. 2
Temple St. gr. 6 to Mt. Pleasant gr. 6
Palm St. grade 1 to Belvidere grade 1
Country Club School to Belvidere gr. 2
Belvidere grade 4 to Crowley grade 4
Lake grade 1 to Crowley grade 1
Lake St. gi'ade 2 to Arlington St. gr. 1
Lake St. grade 3 to Crowley grade 3
Mt. Pleasant gr. 6 to Temple St. gr. 6
Mt. Pleasant gr. 6 to Temple St. gr. 6
Arlington St. gr. 2 to Mt. Pleasant gr. 3
Temple grade 6 to Belvidere grade 4
Janitor Mount Pleasant to Crowley
Janitor Senior High to Junior High
Junior High to Senior Hig'h
SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1940-1941
Schools open Wednesday, September 4
Schools close Tuesday, November 26
Weeks
12
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Schools open Monday, December 2
Schools close Friday, December 20 3
Schools open Monday, December 30
Schools close Friday, February 21 8
Schools open Monday, Mai'ch :!
Schools close Friday, April 18 7
Schools open Monday, April 28
Schools close Friday, June 20 8
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1940
Grade or
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1940
Grade or
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1940
Grade or
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1940
Grade or
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1940
Grade or
Position Name Election Salary
CROWLEY SCHOOL (Continued)
"
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1940
Grade or
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YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1940, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
School. Grade and Position
^ il +J (U en
>K ;z;.Sot
HIGH SCHOOL
Headmaster Walter S. Nesmith 1238 1236 1151.93 38.73 1190.66
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Principal Murray J. Wright
(Gr. 7&8) 732 727 679.84 25.29 705.13
(Gr. 9) 444 440 407.04 12.12 419.16
AMHERST STREET SCHOOL
Prill. Gr. 4
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YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1940, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
School. Grade and Position
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YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1940, AS


















Cash Receipts and Disbursements
General Indebtedness-Sinking Fund 36
Non Revenue Accounts 36
Revenue Accounts 32
Ti-ust and Investment Funds 37
Comparative Appropriations 41
Comparative Appropriations and Expenditures 30
Comparative Balance Sheets
General Indebtedness 26
Non Revenue Accounts 25
Revenue Accounts 24
Trust and Investment Funds 26
Comparative Statement of Revenue 56
Comparative Taxable Values and Taxes Assessed 40
Proof of Cash Balances
City Clerk 43
City Treasurer 42
Reconciliation Revenue Deficits 28
Schedule of Temporary Loans 51
Summary of Accounts Receivable





Summary of Cash Receipts
City Clerk 55
Tax Collector 54
Summary of Tax Titles 49
Summary of Uncollected Taxes 44
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Board of Examination of Plumbers 123
Board of Health 140






Parochial Schools Health Report 142
Board of Public Works .........: IIG
City Government for 1940 .......;.......... 3
City Officers for 1940 ;;............:........:........ 6
Standing Committees ....— • :;.:.:' •....... 4
City Physician •. 134
City Solicitor ...:........ 133
Edgewood Cemetery .,... 130
Fire Commissioners . ,. .•••... Ill
Holman Stadium Commission ,...,...,.... 162
Mayors of Nashua 7
Park Commission 125








Vital Statistics ....: , 8
Ward Officers 20
Woodlawn Cemetery 128
Zoning Board 119






